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F O R E W O R D 

The experience accumulated in the design, construction and 
operation of current NPPs has demonstrated, that water-cooled reactors have 
very good performance. It means that the advanced water-cooled reactors may 
lead to a significant reduction of electricity generation costs, compared to 
other energy sources. When looking for the improvements for cost reduction 
the target may be seen in the area of plant investment, operating and fuel 
cycle costs. 

Technical developments in nuclear power may have the potential to 
further improve plant performance through new advanced nuclear power plant 
concepts. Leading countries in nuclear technologies are carrying out 
improvements, evolution and new design concepts of water-cooled reactors. 
Advanced nuclear power plants will have new characteristics and, at the same 
time, will incorporate more than three decades of successful operating 
experience accumulated mainly through the operation of water-cooled reactors. 
Consequently new technologies for advanced water-cooled reactors may have 
significant potential to further improve all aspects including economics and 
fuel cycle costs. 

The Specialists Meeting was organized in the framework of the IAEA 
International Working Group on Advanced Technologies for Water-Cooled 
Reactors. The meeting was held at Helsinki, Finland, on 3-6 September 1990 
and was hosted by the Imatran Voima Oy (I"0), Finland. 

The purpose of the Specialists Meeting was to provide an 
international forum for review and discussion on recent results in research 
and development on different methods and technologies of current and advanced 
water-cooled reactor power plants, which can lead to reduced investment and 
operation, maintenance and fuel-cycle costs of the plants. 

It is hoped that this report will serve all IAEA Member States as a 
useful technical information about methods and technologies for cost 
reductions of water-cooled reactor plants. 
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SUMMARY OF PRESENTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Chairman: Mr. Heikki Raumolin, Finland 

The meeting provided an international forum for the presentation and 
discussion of various countries' approach to the cost reduction of water 
cooled reactor power plants. The following two principal topics were covered 
in the meeting: 

1. Lessons from practical experience in engineering and construction of 
water cooled reactor power plants and how these lessons can reduce the 
generation costs. 

2. Basic principles for cost reductions for the future plant designs/utility 
ordering. 

During the discussion and conclusion session, it was generally agreed 
that the meeting had provided an excellent forum for the exchange of 
information and that the Agency sponsored activities on this subject should be 
continued. 

Session 1 

Chairman; Mr. M.R. Hayns - United Kingdom 
Co-chairman: Mr. M. Khalid - IAEA 

Five papers were presented in this session; one from Federal Republic of 
Germany, two from United Kingdom, one from France and one from Finland. 

The German contribution gave an overview of optimization of detailed 
sequence planning, interfaces of wo*k units, and their contributions to reduce 
the construction periods. It was pointed out that the construction period of 
future 1300 MW PWR plants under German conditions can be scheduled within 55 
months from start of base plate up to end of trial operation. It was 
concluded that extensive attention should be given to streamlining the 
construction phase and the use of proven technologies and materials (no 
experimenation on commercial plants) could help to achieve this. 

The first UK paper dealt with reducing cost by reducing size and it was 
concluded that an optimum ordering rate for large plants can not be realized 
in a single country. The paper described the UK/US Safe Integral Reactor 
(SIR) concept and its technical and economic advantages in terms of 
simplicity, construction, maintenance, availability, decommissioning, safety 
and siting. 

The second UK paper gave the main features for cost reduction on LWRs. 
He emphasized that total capital costs can be reduced by sharing design and 
project launching costs and front-end design and licensing costs, across a 
series of identical plants. He also pointed out that for any design its unit 
availability builds up quicker and stays higher if operating 
experience/methods, refuelling and maintenance outage methods are shared. 

The French contribution considered the impact of standardization of PWR 
power plants on capital investment cost. A series of plant is necessary to 
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achieve cost reduction benefit. However, a large number will not give 
benefit, it seems that 10 plants are sufficient to give significant benefits. 
Moreover, the timing of construction is also important, not too close and not 
too far apart. Standardization is easy in a utility, difficult in a country, 
and it is much more difficult on an international basis. 

The final paper in this session described the general principles for 
controlling the investment and the operating costs such as use of modular and 
functional approach, keeping the building sizes as small as possible, 
minimizing the building volumes, separating the construction and installation 
works as much as possible, minimizing the construe!ton time and storing the 
spent fuel in the containment. Some examples (Reactor building, Auxiliary 
building, Turbine building) of how and where investment cost reductions can be 
obtained by redesigning were also described In this paper. However, the 
general conclusion was that if a design is basically sound then it is very 
difficult to make significant improvements. 

Session 2 

Chairman: Mr. NcAskie, AEC, Canada 
Co-chairman: Mr. Christine Vincent, EDF, France 

Five papers were presented in this session; one from Czechoslovakia, two 
from Finland, one from Canada and one from Sweden. 

Czechoslovak!an contribution discussed the possibility of reducing the 
fuel cycle cost in WER reactors by burnup extension (40MWd/Kg t« 60 MWd/Kg). 
The fuel cycle cost reduction for both WER 440 and WER 1000 reactors was 
evaluated. 

The first Finland paper referred to the refuelling outage optimization. 
It was emphasized on the importance of detailed advanced planning of all 
activities (= 2000 tasks), preventive maintenance (= 60% of the 300.000 hrs 
total), optimized design for maintenance and on-line condition monitoring. 

In the second paper described a new dynamic simulation system, APR0S, 
which has been developed for the design of complicated process systems. The 
plans how the APROS systems would be used in the potential new nuclear power 
plant in Finland were discussed. Some experiences from the use of the system 
in the design of changes at the existing plants were also reported. The paper 
also described a user - friendly Modular Plant Analyser, MPA, which is being 
developed on the basis of APROS. The aim is that MPA will be validated to be 
used for licensing analyses, replacing more clumsy codes. 

Canadian contribution described the modular concept that have been 
developed for CANDU-3 and explained how they contribute to the overall 
construction programme and achieve the desired cost and schedule targets set 
for it. 

Fir.nl presentation concerning the cost reduction in the ABB Atom BWR 90 
project. This project is a 1000 MWe nuclear power plant based on the 
successful design and operation of the BWR 75 product line in Olkiluoto, 
Finland, and in Forsmark and Oskarshamn, Sweden. BWR 90 is based on a review 
of these plants. 
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Seaajon ? 

Chairman: Mr. H. Rauaolin, Finland 

General discussion 

Following are the results of the discussion of the Group for the 
future activities in the framework of IWGATWR. 

1. The Group endorses the IWGATWR activity in the area of cost 
reduction of water cooled reactor nuclear power plants. 

2. It was recommended that the preparation of the document on cost 
reduction guidelines would be worthwhile for all Member States 
which are interested or could be interested in future in this 
field. The following topics could be addressed in this document: 

1. Definition of the common terms which are used in the economic 
analysis, 

2. Methodologies of cost reduction, 
3. Modularization, 
4. Investment appraisal, 
5. Outage management, etc. 

3. The organization of a Technical Committee Meeting in a period of 2 
to 3 years would be very useful for the preparation of the document 
on cost reduction guidelines. All the interface specialists (such 
as construction companies, financial institutions, etc.) should 
also be invited in this meeting. 

4. Following international activities could be very useful: 

- Common ground rules for international cost comparisons, 
To persue an International project supporting "International 
Standard Design", 
Establishment of international licensing procedures, 
Preparation of international standards for cost engineering and 
quality assurances, etc. 



OPENING ADDRESSES 

E. Aalto 
Imatran Voima Oy, 

Helsinki, Finland 

On behalf of the Imatran Voima Oy welcome you warmly to this 
•eeting on "Methods and Technologies of Cost Seduction of Water-Cooled Reactor 
Power Plants". 

As you probably know this meeting is organized under the IAEA 
Working Group for Advanced Technologies in Water-Cooled Reactors, this meeting 
being one of the series promoted by the Working Group. In this context I want 
to thank the IAEA Secretariat and especially Nr. Krett for organizing this 
meeting. We know that the cost of the nuclear energy is one of the decisive 
factors for its use. This is so especially from the utility point of view. 
Of course, the other important factor is the public acceptability, which is 
based on the public's feeling of the safety of the nuclear energy. From the 
utility's point of view, at the moment the economic competition is not so much 
between the various nuclear plant types and manufacturers, but between coal 
and nuclear, the coal transport technology is developing and lowering the cost 
for the final user. 

Maybe therefore this question of economics has raised enough 
interest to bring all of you to Helsinki to concentrate yourselves on this 
topic. This inspite of the fact that there has been some international work 
recently on this always interesting topic. 

We will discuss the question of cost reduction on many sides, not 
limiting ourselves to capital cost reduction only. It is the reduction of 
kWh-cost we are aiming at. We know that the minimum capital investment does 
not necessarily bring the lowest final kWh-costs. 
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V.Krett 
Division of Nuclear Power, 

International Atomic Energy Agency, 
Vienna 

I would like to welcome all participants of this IAEA Specialists Meeting 
which is organized in cooperation with the Imatran Voima Oy in Helsinki. 

On behalf of the IAEA I would like to take this opportunity to add a few 
remarks to those given by Mr. Erkki Aalto, who is a member and the Chairman of 
the IAEA IWGATWR. 

Our Specialists Meeting will be devoted to exchange of information in the 
very specific area of "Methids and Technologies for Cost Reduction of 
Water-cooled Reactor Power Plants. The IAEA International Working Group on 
Advanced Technologies for Water-cooled Reactors (IWGATWR) has recommended the 
IAEA to organize a Specialists Meeting in the area of searching potentiality 
of different methods and technologies for cost reduction of NPPs. 

You are very well familiar with the role of nuclear power in the world 
which will increase in particular now with respect to oil crisis in the Middle 
East. I would like to remind you of some data. For more than 30 years NPPs 
have been supplying electrical energy to national grids. 

Supplied data to IAEA PRIS (Power Reactor Information System) show us, 
that by the end cf 1989 there were 426 reactor units connected to the grid in 
26 countries. 83% of these unics are water cooled reactors, that are 239 
PWRs, 88 BWRs and 27 PHWRs. It means that many countries are already heaviy 
reliant on nuclear power and in particular on ./ater-cooled reactors, which 
will continue to be the main stream of nuclear energy among all lines of 
nuclear reactor types within the foreseeable future. 

Data from the IAEA PRIS systems show also that nuclear energy has already 
reached a very high level in reliability, availability, performance and 
safety. Technology development, however, In all areas is never standing still 
but is always progressing and this is also valid for nuclear power technology 
development. 

A tremendous amount of experience has been accumulated during the 
development, design, construction and operation of water-cooled reactors, 
offering a sound basis for further technology improvements and the development 
of new design concepts. 

Advanced designs that are being investigated aim at the further 
enhancement of economy, reliability, safety and also new technologies for cost 
reduction. 

These designs include: 
- large sized water reactor designs as a result from a continuous 

upgrading and evolutionary technology improvements of current models 
- medium sized evoJutionay designs which incorporate to a large extent 

passive safety systems 
- high converters for better fuel utilization 
- innovative design concepts which are mostly based on the PlUS-concept. 

Thus, advanced nuclear power plants will have new characteristics and 
will incorporate more than three decades of successful operating experience 
accumulated mainly through the operation of water-cooled reactors. 
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The purpose of our meeting is to give an opportunity to specialists from 
various countries to exchange new results in research and development on 
different methods ai.d technologies of current and advanced water-cooled 
reactor power plants which can lead to reduced investments, operation, 
maintenance and fuel cycle costs of the plants. We supposed that review and 
discussion should cover all known methods, technics and technologies which can 
improve present and future designs with appropriate operation and safety 
requirements ead vhich can lead to generating cost reduction. 

Leading countries in nuclear technologies are carrying out improvements, 
evaluation and new design concepts of NPPs with the water-cooled reactors. 

We should achieve effective generation cost reduction while maintaining 
safety levels which should concern to all aspects and all reactor plants, 
systems and components. 

Using experience of the United Kingdom reducing size of NPP is one of the 
means of inducing specific capital and generating costs. Small plants (320 
MWe) can offer some opportunities for standardization, factory fabrication, 
reduced construction time and improved passive safety. 

Good results were reached in the Federal Republic of Germany by intensive 
standardization and reduction of construction period for big units (1300 MWe) 
by optimization of planning and interfaces of work units and overlapping of 
installations and reducing of commissioning period. Possible reduction of 
construction period can be nearly 1 year. Also French results show us that 
standardization and prefabrication could reach more than 60% of the capital 
costs. Canada has good results with modularization of CANDU 3 HWR in order to 
parallel installation works. 

Complicated process and control systems are typical for NPPs. 
Experiences in Finland showed that with the help of dynamic simulation in NPPs 
design is much easy to validate designs and compare different design options. 
Experiences also showed that there exists enough axamples for cost reduction 
in the design of WER-1000 NPPs using smaller the main and auxiliar building 
and lower manpower requirements. 

Possible ways as showed the results in the CSFR for WER type reactor are 
fuel cycle cost reduction. I suppose that we will have the opportunity durir-g 
this meeting to exchange the information which have been obtained in different 
countries. 

Our meeting will be held in three sessions and will be chaired by 
Chairman and Co-chairman, as you can see in the working programme. It is 
expected that our meeting will result in conclusions and recommendations for 
further IAEA activities. 

To conclude, please allow me in the name of all participants and IAEA, 
to express great appreciation and thanks to Imatran Voima Oy for the 
decision to convene our meeting here in Helsinki, a very nice city, and for 
providing us with very good working conditions. 

"A 
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REDUCTION OF CONSTRUCTION PERIODS OF PWRs BY 
OPTIMIZATION OF DETAILED SEQUENCE PLANNING 

W. STOCKER 
Siemens AG, 
Unternehmensbereich Krafrwerk Union 
R. LEVERENZ 
Nuclear Power International 
Etlangen, Germany 

Abstract 

The construction of FWS'a Is an enterprise vlth hlah lnvestaent coats, In 
total up to three billion USi and with lone construction periods of five years 
and aore. Besides of the results reached by the Intensive standardization, a 
further reduction of the construction periods la possible by optimization of 
detailed sequence planning and Interfaces of work units. 

During, the execution f the three German Convoy plants ISA* 2, EMSUkHD 
and RBCKAJtMBSIRSIN 2, the contractus! construction periods vere shortened 
between 4 and 8 months. These reductions were reached after Individual 
Investigations by measures like 

advanced finishing work activities 
erection of an Increased aaount of prefabricated pipings 
rearrangement of erection sequences 
overlapping of piping erection and electrical installation 
reduction of plant coaalasioning period 

All these measures support directly the reduction of the total Investment 
cost of a plant, as already demonstrated by the Convoy plants. 
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1. Introduction 

PWR are construction projects with high total investment 
costs of approximately USS 3 billion and a construction time 
of 5 years and more, rost overruns can be avoided only if the 
costs are carefully calculated and directly monitored during 
construction and, in addition, if the construction period 
remains within schedule. The development of construction 
periods of German nuclear power plants during the past 15 
years runs practically in parallel to the effort* of 
engineering man-hours (Pig. 1). In the project engineering of 
Brokdorf and the three Convoy plants, ISAR 2, EMSLAMD and 
NECXARWESTHEIM 2 , this consolidation phase was reached in 
the construction time as well as in the cost sector; that is, 
extensive changes during erection work could be kept to a 
minimum. This consolidation was reached by features like 

- extensive preplanning 
- integrated engineering and management systems 
- unifying licensing procedures 
- use of qualified and tested components 
- reduced number of pipe welds 
- application of experience gained in earlier plants. 

In the following, reduction of construction time for future 
Siemens plants will be explained on hand of examples 
experienced during construction of the Convoy plants. 

2. Background 

The contractual milestones of the Convoy plants were planned 
on the baris of a site - independent erection period of 65.5 
months (Fig. 2). This period is defined by the milestones 
"start placement of formwork and reinforcement for reactor 
building base plate" and "end of trial operation". The plant-
specific work of a minimum of 4.5 months for excavation and 
lowering of grounc water level is not included. 
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Fig. 1 Development of Construction Periods 
and Manhours. PWR 1300 MW 

Due to the detailed preplanning of the engineering, a 
continous development of fully matured plant- and 3afety 
concepts, a constructive and close co-operation of all 
companies and institutions involved, the three plants could 
be completed within 4 and 8 months prior to the contractual 
date of handover. This corresponds to an actual construction 
time of 59 to 62 months. 
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Fig. 2 t.rvelopment of Construction Periods 
of Coii/oy Plants 

3. Optimization of Construction Time 

One measure of assuring the proven technique and experience, 
is the collection of all improvement means and a systematic 
evaluation thereof. Part of this also is an optimization of 
the site-independent overall time schedule due to experience 
gained, and as a basis for future plants. 

Intensive detailed analysis of all activities on the critical 
path, as well as all sub-critical paths (those with a buffer 
of less than 4 weeks) and in close co-operation with the 
engineering departments involved in planning and execution, 
the construction time could further be reduced to 55 months 
(pig. 2). The saving of 10,5 months in comparison to the 
former planning ca;i be broken down as follows: 

2.7 5 months for civil work 
0.75 months for erection of the containment 
4.75 months for erection of the primary system, 

including the respective system commissioning 
2.25 incnths for plant commissioning 
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The critical time path, which is the determining factor for 
the construction period of the overall plant, is divided into 
the following three steps (Fig. 3): 

Carcassing of the reactor building annulus, erection of 
containment zones 1 - 3 , carcassing of interior (to 
upper edge of crane rails), erection of crane bridge, 
erection of containment zones 9-11, including pressure 
test and leak rate test (Fig. 4). 
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The second step includes the final installation work on 
the reactor building crane, lift-in and mounting of the 
primary system components and performance of the primary 
system pressure test. 
Another critical path, running parallel to the second 
step, covers erection of remaining piping in the reactor 

building and of the installation of the pertaining 
electrical and IsC equipment up to the systems 
commissioning (Fig. 3). 

The plant commissioning step begins with testing of the 
residual heat removal systems, flooding and preservice 
tests of the primary circuit, first hot test run, core 
loading, second hot test run, first criticality, tests 
under load up to 100% and trial operation. 

A Concrato containment e SIMm generator 
a Spiwricai steel containment f Fuel pool 
C Annulus G Reactor pressure vessel 
0 ass* plow H Main valve compartment 

Fig. 4 Reactor Building Cross Section, 
PWR 



2Q 4. Examples of Optimization 

Representative for the many individual examinations which 
were taken into account, a few examples shall be explained in 
more detail in the following. 

One important example during the civil works is advancing the 
start of finishing work, i.e. while the upper levels are 
still being concreted, finishing work is already going on « 
few floors below. In the reactor building annulus, this has 
the result that the +9.00m and +-12.00TI levels are temporarily 
sealed to allow early installation of components ( C in 
Fig. 4.). 

In order to achieve the greatest possible savings in erection 
time through advanced finishing work, binding milestones are 
laid down in the civil construction schedules fcr each of the 
levels in order to fix the interface points "earliest start 
of the erection activities" (Fig- 5). These earliest 
deadlines for erection will also form the basis for ordering, 
manufacture and transport of the hardware to be procured. 

The concept of lift-in of building structure dependent 
components has been expanded with building structure 
independent components. Whereas the components depending on 
building work definitely have to be lifted into the building 
while carcassing work is still in prepress, the building 
structure independent components can also be brought-in 
later. The early lifting-in, however, of these components 
(mainly smaller tanks and vessels) by cranes existing at 
site, notably eases the later finishing work of the 
buildings. This finishing work consists of many 
interdependent works which run in parallel and affect each 
other to a great degree. The building structure independent 
components which are orought-in advance, are selected 
according to technical-, schedule-, and transportation 
aspects. 

* Second concr«t« tnd add. worfc ' m 

Mllaatonaa: JL Mart of civil connection and flniahing work actlvliiaa 

JL atari of component anrction activittca 

Fig. S c action Milestone* in the Civil 
Construction Time Schedule 

The building structure dependent erection of the feedwater 
and main steam line penetrations in the containment, may alao 
be subject for improvement. So far, only the first valve 
casing was welded to the containment penetration before lift-
in. In future plants, all valve casings will be welded 
together and connected to the containment penetrations in the 
workshops and lifted-in in total into the main steair valve 
compartment ( H in Fig. 4). 

Just as the advanced installation of building structure 
independent components achieve optimum results, so axe 
improvements in the concepts for the access of the buildinga, 
which are also transferable to smaller and conventional 
plants. Optimal material transport and personnel access in 
the main buildings are achieved by additional temporary 
elevators and enlargement of temporary construction openings. 

The results are additional short transport routes achieved 
within the buildings, and thus waiting periods are eliminated 
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Fig. 6 Material Transport and Personnel Access 
into the Reactor Buildings, PWR 1000 MW 

(Pig. 6). At the time of starting erection, access roads have 
to be already built. 

Another major objective is the reduction in volume and number 
of components to be assembled at site, inside the buildings. 
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With the change from the former procedure of erection of 
individual parts, to use prefabricated reactor coolant pipes, 
the installation time could be cut to half. The fact that the 
remaining piping systems could therefore be connected to the 

primary system earlier than it was previously possible, 
simplifies significantly the piping erection work in the 
containment and shortens the critical time path. 

In the spool fabrication of primary piping, the single forged 
piping pieces between the reactor pressure vessel, steam 
generators and reactor coolant pumps are totally welded 
together at the manufacturer's workshop. The field welds are 
reduced from 60 welds to 4 x 6 = 24 in case of a 4 loop plant 
for instance (Fig. 7). Due to extensive preparations, such as 
erection-studies on the model, development of innovative 
erection aids and dummies, as well as exact building- and 
component dimensions, this concept can be realized and 
applied at the site without the need for field fitting. 

Fig. 7 Erection of Prefabricated Reactor Coolant 
Pipes 



A special installation method can be used which reduces the 
time required for mounting the steel platforms for the steam 
generators, an activity which is on the critical path of 
primary system erection ( 8 in Fig. 4 ). This method replaces 
the time-consuming traditional sequence of erecting the 
platforms after the steam generator has been brought into its 
position. In this case the platforms are prefitted in the 
bulldino, dismantled, in order to allow the steam generator 
to be brought into its position, and refitted finally. By 
this procedure activities on a sub-critical path can be 
shortened by about 8 weeks. 

The detail analysis of the installation of the electrical and 
instrumentation and control equipment leads to the definition 
of an experience-related milestone in the logical sequence. 
This enables a defined overlapping with the piping erection 
after 80% of piping scope has been erected . 

Overall commissioning of the plant takes place in five 
phases: 

- preservice tests 
- first hot test run 
- core loading and second hot test run 
- criticality and load tests 
- trial operation of the entire plant 

Due to thorough utilisation of experience and knowledge from 
previous plants with uniform technique, the commissioning 
time could be further reduced (Pig. 8). The reductions up to 
criticality are mainly substantiated by the high execution 
degree of mechanical and electrical systems. The reduction 
during criticality and load tests is based on the application 
of an optimized commissioning programme for approximately 200 
individual tests for the entire plant, which was agreed in 
detail with independent authorities . 
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5. Qut;qoK 

With the optimized construction time of 55 months and the 
pertaining details, we have a good planning basis for future 
PWR plants. Experience, however, has shown that there are 
further possibilities of improvements. To comply with 
international trends the following investigations should be 
taken into consideration: 

- Increased utilization of precast slabs, e.g. 
advancing the earth-embedded piping and ducts 

- Additional increase of the prefabrication degree of 
piping and bigger component modules in order to reduce 
erection work. For exeunple: assembling of larger 
containment segments by use of a heavy-lifting-
equipment . 

The degree of transferability of the optimized measures and 
the detail sequences have to be examined according to each 



project. It is important that, if possible, from the 
beginning all technical prerequisites are met and that all 
demands which are subject to authorization are known and are 
adhered to consistently. 

The direct costs for one-month delay during construction 
(against the time schedule) amount to approximately US $ 6 
Mio additionally and more. Not included herein are the costs 
of the client (interest during construction and loss of 
energy production). Therefore, the proposed way to reduce the 
construction time by shortening and optimizing individual 
construction sequences is a very economic way for saving 
costs. This was already realized and demonstrated during the 
construction of the Convoy plants, and will be a primary task 
for future projects. 
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Abstract 

The present paper discusses briefly the many factors, Including capital 
coat, which have to be taken Into account In determining whether a series of 
power station* based on a ssiall nuclei- plant can be competitive with a scries 
\>ased on traditional large unit sizes giving the saae gu»t-antced level of 
supply. The 320 HWe UK/US Safe Integral Xeactor la described as a food 
example of how the factors discussed can be beneficially incorporated Into a 
design usin* proven technology. Finally it goes on to illustrate how the 
overall costs of a generating aystea can Indeed be reduced by use of che 320 
Mrfe Safe integral Reactor rather than conventional units of around 1200 MWe. 

IWrHODUCTIOW 
1. In considering the economics of any power station the essential data 
which determine the generating cost of a particular plant may be broadly 
subdivided into: 

capital cost, which for nuclear stations tends to dominate the 
generating cost 
fuel cycle cost 
operating and maintenance costs 

the availability of the power station (the fraction of time for 
which the plant is available to take up load)) 



Further factors which may markedly affect economic considerations are: 

research & development costs (particularly for any concept which 
uses relatively unproven technology); 

the particular financial rules for capital investment adopted by the 
utility and/or country in which the plant is to be situated; notably 
interest rates and amortisation period (which may not be the same 
period as the design lifetime); 

the time for which capital is committed before revenue is earned; 

the absolute amount of capital outstanding at any time; 

the way in which increasing generating capacity on a generating 
system matches the growth in demand; 

the amount of generating capacity needed to guarantee the meeting of 
a defined load with a certain confidence level; 

the basis on which allowable charges for energy are decided. 

Each of the factors listed above may be affected differently, and possibly 
quite significantly, by plant size, reactor concept and utility size. 

2. Traditionally, power stations have been assessed for economic viability 
on the basis of their levelised lifetime generating cost as a single power 
station; although some utilities have considered broader "system" effects, the 
single station generating cost has tended to dominate the economic rationale. 
With the levelised generation cost technique, the dominance of "front end" 
capital costs in nuclear stations shows itself as of particular importance, 
particularly at high interest/discount rates and ouch emphasis has long been 
placed on reducing the initial capital cost of nuclear stations. Economic 
analysis has often neglected the combination of benefits which can stem from 
the "further factors" mentioned earlier. 

3. The authors have long held the view that, when all relevant effects are 
taken into account, the use of smaller stations using proven technology with 
design features appropriate to the size (rather than a scaled down version of 
a design based on a plant optimised for a higher output) can lead to lower 
overall generating system costs than the use of larger plant. In situations 
where high and/or rapid return on capital is demanded the "further factors" 
generally favour the use of smaller power stations. 

4. The present paper discusses briefly the many factors, including capital 
cost, which have to be taken into account in determining whether a series of 
power stations based on a small nuclear plant can be competitive with a series 
based on traditional large unit sizes giving the same-guaranteed level of 
supply. The 320 W e UK/US Safe Integral Reactor (SIR™) is described aa a 
good example of how the factors discussed can be beneficially incorporated 
into a design using proven technology. Finally it goes on to illustrate how 
the overall costs of a generating system can indeed be reduced by use of the 
320 MWe Safe Integral Reactor rather than conventional units of around 
1200 HWe. 

CAPITAL COST 

5. The relationship between reactor size and capital cost has been the 
subject of a large number of studies; although a small number of 
investigations have found the specific capital cost (E/kW) to be independent 
of size, the widely accepted view has long been that reactor capital cost is 
proportional to the reactor power output raised to the power of 0.6 to 0.7 
(Fig 7). Other components of a nuclear power station vary in cost according 
to different power laws. Applying the traditional scaling laws a small 
reactor of a particular type and configuration would therefore be expected to 
have a higher specific capital cost than a larger reactor of identical type 
and configuration. Using a scaling power of 0.65 for the reactor plant, and 
other, more appropriate, power laws for other parts of the power station, it 
would be expected that a nuclear plant of about 300 HWe would have a specific 
capital cost roughly double that of a conventional single reactor station of 
around 1200 HWe. In reality the simple scaling law is rarely applicable and 
this helps to explain why today a number of nuclear power reactor designs 
exist which, at first sight, appear to break the traditional scaling laws. In 
fact they do not (Figure 1). Different technologies, different design 
concepts even using the same basic technology (eg pressurised water, 
simplified layouts), will all have their own "economies of scale" curve as tar 
as capital cost is concerned but they will not all have the same absolute 
level of cost at any given size and some design concepts will only be 
applicable over a certain range of sizes. The modem small reactor designs 
achieve their overall cost competitiveness by a combination of a series of 
factors which are less, or sometimes not at all, applicable to large systems. 

Normalised Specific Capital Cost 

Othei generating technologies 

2 0 0 3 0 0 * 0 0 5 0 0 8 0 0 700 8 0 0 9 0 0 1000 1100 1200 
MWe 

PWB SIR™ 

PIG. 1. Illustration ol economies of scale showing design or technology break point*. 



6. THE ADVANTAGES Of SMALLER NUCLEAR STATIONS 
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A number of advantages can be claimed for smaller plant which help to offset 
the traditional penalties of scale. Not all small plants can claim all the 
advantages which have from time to time been mooted, the principal ones are 
briefly discussed below. 

i Increased factory fabrication 

Sitialler unit size permits a much greater degree of factory fabrication 
with more scope for modularisation and hence reduces the requirements for 
on-site construction which is expensive and, just as importantly, time 
consuming. 

ii More replication 

The production of a larger number of small standardised units provides 
the opportunity for increased efficiency of construction, particularly if 
much of the work is factory based. 

iii Multiple units at a single site 

With smaller units there is clearly more scope for multiple siting of 
units at particular locations. The siting of multiple units of identical 
design at a single location leads to a further saving in capital cost per 
unit. For example, a savi.ig or 2*>J in overall specific capital cost for 
the total installation when 4 identical units share a site is not 
unrealistic. 

iv Improved availability 

Although availability is not, strictly speaking, a component of the 
capital cost, higher availability can act as a powerful offset against 
increased capital charges. 

For example an improvement in availability from 70-30Z produces a 13£ 
saving in generating costs. Multi reactor plant using smaller modular 
designs give better possibilities for part operation of the station and 
for fast and efficient repair/replacement of defective modules. 

v Faster progression along learning curve 

With multiple small identical units progression along the learning curve 
would be more rapid in the sense that an "equilibrium" cost for plants 
would be obtained earlier in terms of total installed nuclear generating 
capacity and so the advantage of equilibrium capital costs would be 
applicable to a larger fraction of the total installed nuclear capacity 
than with a series of large units. 

vi Bulk ordering 

With a larger number of small units on a system the scope for ordering 
components in larger quantities for the system as a whole can lead to 
significant price reductions from manufacturers and cost reductions in 
maintenance. 

Better match to demand 

The small unit size allows a much closer match of supply to demand and in 
this respect smaller reactors can be of particular benefit to small and 
medium sized utilities. In the UK, the break up of the electricity 
supply industry with privatisation is producing a greater number of 
smaller utilities than heretofore; the point could also be of great 
importance to smaller or developing nations. 

Smaller front end investment 

The absolute cost of a large conventional nuclear station can be 
prohibitive to small and medium sized utilities, particularly in 
situations where the financial constraints under which utilities nust 
operate make large investments difficult and in smaller or developing 
countries where funds are limited 

Reduced construction time 

Smaller unit sizes, modularisation and the increased scope for factory 
fabrication all lead to much shorter construction times and hence a 
reduction in the interest paid during construction, shorter construction 
times also make the plant less vulnerable to real escalation in costs 
which have in the past significantly affected nuclear stations in some 
countries. 

A combination of smaller front end investment and reduced construction 
times with their consequential lower interest charges and earlier entry 
into revenue earning service together with greater system flexibility 
should make small reactors more attractive than large ones to utilities 
in any part of the world provided that the overall generating system 
costs are no higher than with the large stations. The combination is of 
immense importance to a small utility where the failure of even one plant 
to operate as scheduled can lead to s-rious cash flow problems and loss 
of ability to cover interest payments. 

Increased station lifetime 

Some modular designs have Lne advantage of easier refurbishment than 
conventional reactors; a feature which effectively leads to increased 
lifetime for relatively small extra cost. However, attention also needs 
to be paid to life limiting features of major structural components and 
design solutions identified in order to overcome them. A good example of 
such a solution is the low neutron fluence on the reactor pressure vessel 
so that the vessel lifetime in the SIR concept has been lengthened. 

Elimination of some engineered safety systems and the downgrading (in 
terms of safety) of some other plant 

In conventional designs of nuclear power stations a large proportion of 
the plant needs to be constructed to strict "nuclear safety" standards 
and this adds considerably to the cost. Host reactor designs include 
some features which may be regarded as passive but it is generally easier 
to incorporate several such features in designs which are either 
physically smaller or have lower power densities (and consequential lower 



25 power outputs). The incorporation of a range of passive safety features 
nay enable elimination of some engineered safety features and the 
downgrading (in terns of safety) of some plant items which would 
otherwise have to be to nuclear safety standards. Complete removal of 
some components or systems may have a much bigger influence on costs Chan 
just the direct savings on tha components as support equipment and 
operational and maintenance services may also be reduced and, with 
"nuclear safety grade" systems, the support facilities can be extremely 
complex and expensive. There is also the possibility of revised, 
simplified and more cost effective plant layout once some engineered 
safety features can be dispensed with, giving better reliability and 
higher availability. 

xii Reduction in planning margin 

A certain amount of excess capacity must be built into any electricity 
supply system in order to ensure that an anticipated peak demand, at some 
time in the future, can be satisfied. Planning criteria to estimate the 
necessary excess capacity need to take into account demand growth 
forecasts, weather variability and plant availability in order to arrive 
at an overall system planning margin. It can be shown that, with smaller 
and simpler generating units, the planning margin can be reduced because 
the more rapid construction time shortens the planning horizon, because 
of the generally higher availability of the simpler smaller units and 
because of the smaller loss of capacity when a unit must be taken out of 
service for maintenance. 

xiii Design Appropriate to the Size 

A fundamental point which is sometimes missed is the fact that large 
plants have been optimised for their particular power output and it does 
not necessarily make sense in designing a smaller output plant to just 
scale down a larger system. At the smaller size a different design 
concept might be possible and using a design concept more appropriate for 
the reduced size - indeed perhaps technologically possible only at the 
reduced size - could well lead co capital costs significantly lower than 
simple application of the scaling laws to the large design would predict. 
The UK/US Safe Integral Reactor (SIR ) is a good example of a design 
concept which is feasible up to about 400 MWe using proven technology 
(Figure 1); takes maximum advantage of passive safety features more 
easily incorporated at the smaller size and incorporates design and 
layout simplifications as appropriate. The result is a plant whose 
specific capital cost is comparable to that of a conventional large PWR 
but which is of such a size that advantage can be taken of "system" 
features not attainable with conventional large plant so that a series of 
Safe Integral Reactors would give a better rate of return on invested 
capital than a series of large dispersed PWRs. 

THE SAFE INTEGRAL REACTOR (SIB 0 1) PROJECT 

7. The principal driving force for the Safe Integral Reactor (SIR ) project 
is to provide the option of a reactor system which, whilst being based firmly 
on existing technology, materials and know how offers radical solutions to the 
economics, licensing and acceptability of nuclear plant. In this there is 

common ground between the USA and UK. The conditions in the different 
partners' countries provide a mixture of opportunities such that they are 
complementary and offer distinct 'added value' to the project. 

8. Thus, because of this ^combination of shared interests and development 
potential the four partners have agreed to develop the Safe integral Reactor 
(SIR ) as their contribution to a next generation plant. 

Outline Technical Description of the Safe Integral Reactor 

9. Whilst considerable design work is still required, sufficient work has 
been done to establish the principal features and to confirm the technical 
feasibility of the concept. The design results directly from the constraints 
placed upon it by the partners. These are: 

it must be economic 

it must not require substantial development 

it must offer the safety features expected of a next generation 
plant. 

The first is arguably the most difficult criterion since it has been thought 
thac 'economies of scale' will always lead to the larger plant size. However, 
this assumption is now being challenged not only in the power generation 
industry but also in, for example, chemical engineering. No single 
development can b<! identified to substantiate this movement, but in the case 
of the Safe Integral Reactor it is a combination of replication, factory 
fabrication, rapid construction time, reduction of engineered safety systems 
by use of several passive safety features and simplicity of design leading to 
a most cost effective plant layout. These factors combined together indicate 
a plant of about 320 MVJ(e) (1000 MW(th)) as an economically viable 
proposition. 

10. The second criterion implies that the design must be based upon existing 
technology. A substantial research and development programme would not only 
make the economic development difficult, it would also delay the planned date 

in the USA ABB-Combustion Engineering^ ^ n c 

PWR designer whose units offer the leading capacity 
factor performance as confirmed by US NRC data. 
Stone and Webster 
A leading US/UK architect-engineering firm with aajor 
relevant nuclear/civil experience. 

in the UK Rolls-Royce and Associates Ltd 
The foremost UK PWR supplier with twenty units 
completed and operational. 
United Kintdoe Atonic Energy Authority 
(AHA Technology) 
Paramount in the UK for Nuclear RU), operating 
experience, and training capability. 



for deployment of the system. Because of this requirement we have chosen to 
utilise Pressurised Water Reactor Technology for the SIR plant. The 
advantages are: 

building on a technology which has been available in the IJK for 30 
years and has now been adopted in Britain for civil power 
production; 

an existing fuel cycle with no development requirements; 

compatibility with LWR technology being developed worldwide; 

the use of the particular expertise of the partners. 

11. The third criterion requires that the design incorporates a number of 
elements expected of next generation reactors. These include: 

reduced reliance on engineered safety systems for safety functions; 
an increased used of 'passive' or natural processes to control the 
reactor in case of emergency; 

reduced reliance on human intervention in the operation, maintenance 
and management of the plant; 

increased response time to potential accident conditions; 

a smaller more "benign" environmental impact. 

TM 
12. The SIR design incorporates all of these features by means of a 
variety of design choices and reactor operating characteristics. Significant 
among tnese are: 

a core power density about 60Z that of a standard PWR; 

a very large coolant inventory relative to core power giving a large 
heat sink; 

elimination of the large loss of coolant accident (there are no 
large pipes carrying primary coolant); 

use of natural convection for decay heat removal; 

the elimination of boron in the primary coolant which provides for a 
core with a very strong negative power coefficient (as well as 
making for a much less complex coolant chemistry control system); 

the use of a pressure suppression type of containment system with 
provision for passive cooling. 

13. Two designs for SIR plant are under development; the single reactor 
27 plant of 320 MUe and a twin reactor single turbine plant of 6&Q MWe, 

The Integral Reactor Concept 

14. The basis for the integral PWR concept is that all of the primary 
circuit components of a "traditional" loop design are contained within one 
pressure vessel. Figure 2 shows the typical layout of a current, large PWR 
(Sizewell 'B' type), primary circuit. It comprises a reactor pressure vessel; 
steam generators (boiler), pressuriser, pumps and pipavork. We may call this 
a distributed or dispersed design. Figure 3 compacts the pressure vessel of 
the integral reactor and the Sizewell 'B' pressure vessel and steam generator. 
Only the most important components in the SIR vessel are identified; these 
are the core, the steam generators, the pressuriser and the pumps. The 
principal advantages of the integral design are: 

it completely eliminates the large pipe break loss of coolant 
accident (there are no large pipes); 
each steam generator does not require a separate pressure boundary; 

it provides a large head for natural circulation; 
the vessel size is within current fabrication techniques and 
transportation capability. 

FH3. 2. Layout or a current large PWR primary circuit. 



FIG. 3. Vassal slza comparison 

15. By containing all of the primary circuit in one pressure vessel, the 
requirements upon containment are such less than fot a distributed design. An 
illustrative 3D section of the containment design being developed for the Safe 
Integral Reactor is shown in Figure U. This shows that the reactor vessel is 
contained within a small, high integrity cavity, which is under ground level 
in this arrangement. The pressure suppression system comprises 3 steel tanks. 
These have the advantage of being easy to cool by natural circulation of Che 
outside air, relatively cheap to construct and are readily transportable. In 
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TANKS \ • L 
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ACCESS PORTS 
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FIG 4. 3D cutaway ol SIR plant layout. 

this way the demands on the building are reduced. Important economic 
advantages are available in reducing the requirements for reinforced concrete 
structures. Indeed the single SIR ' plant contains only about two thirds of 
the concrete associated with a conventional dispersed PWR of the same output. 

!6. In addition to these^jnajor design features, a number of other important 
aspects contribute to SIR"1 economics and safety. These include the use of 
once-through steam generators of simple design which can easily be replaced 
and Che use of wet winding glandless pumps to eliminate the possibility of 
leaks through the seals. 

Siting. 

17. The AEA's establishment at Winfrith provides a suitable site for a lead 
reactor. The 100 MW(e) SGHWR is located on the site and is due to close in 
the 1000s. Thus the infrastructure and an operating team could be available. 
In addition, the cooiiag water supply is sufficient for a 1000 HW(th) reactor. 
Other potential UK locations for Safe Integral Reactors include the existing 
Magnox station sites, al> of which are expected to be closed down around the 
turn of the century. 



THE ECONOMICS OF THE SAFE INTEGRAL RRACTOR 

Capital Costs 

18. The^-basic "overnight'* specific capital cost of a series produced single 
unit SIR plant of 320 MVIe built in the '.rK (designated SIR -N) has been 
estimated to be some 9Z higher than the corresponding cost for a 1175 MWe 
dispersed PWR; traditional downscallng from the large plant would indic2te 
roughly double the specific capital cost for a smaller plant of the same 
design concept. The SIR ovemight._c.osts include contingencies at the normal 
UK levels for standard PWRs, the SIR ' MSSS containing many items of standard 
equipment (eg pumps) that are in current use in various reactors around the 
world. Greater use of factory fabrication and assemDly also means less 
uncertainty in costs. 

19. Construction of SIR -N is scheduled at 30 months from first permanent 
concrete to commercial operation whilst the corresponding time for the 
1175 MWe dispersed plant in the UK is 78 months. The shorter construction 
time associated with the smaller plant leads to lower interest charges during 
construction than with the large plant. At a discount rati of 5%, the 
relativity in costs is reversed, the total specific capital cost (includes 
interest during construction) of the large dispersed plant being some 3Z 
higher than that of the the smaller plant whilst at the present public sector 
discount rate in the UK of 8Z, the total specific capital cost of the large 
plant exceeds that of the Safe Integral Reactor by about 102. 

Plant Lifetime 
TV 20. In the SIR " design all important components internal to che pressure 

vessel are replaceable. The vessel itself is shielded from the reactor core 
so that the peak fast neutron flux at the vessel wail is about a factor of ten 
thousand lower than the corresponding flux in che conventional dispersed 
plant. Neutron damage to the vessel is therefore extremely small and, for all 
practical purposes neither vessel or in vessel components are life limiting 
features. The design lifetime without major refurbishment is 50 years; 
however, in most of our economic analyses ye have conservatively used *0 
years. 

Fue.1 Cycle 
TM 21. The refstance fuel rod for the SIR ' design, consists of low enriched 

uranium oxide pellets contained within Iircalioy-4 cladding and is the same as 
that supplied by ASB-CE for standard PWRs (eg St Lucia-2). The Safe Integral 
Reactor operates without soluble boron in the coolant and t^e pqui1ibrnun cote 
has the characteristic of a long cycle length (2^months >. The burnable 
poison and enrichment ;oning features of the SIR"' fuel design are consistent 
with normal C-E design practice for core reloads except that the relative 
number of burnable poison rods is greater than that for boratcd cores. The 
equilibrium burr, up is 39,000 HWu/t, within the proven range for standard PWR 
fuels. UK fuel cycle cost calculations have therefore been based on standard 
PWS fuel cycle costs. 

Availabilitv 

22. The key to meeting the EPRI AI.WR capacity factor goal of 872 is that the 
Safe Integral Reactor is based entirely on current LWR technology. Because 
the reliability history of LWRs is well known, specific areas have been 
identified and targeted to achieve the reliability required. The most 
dramatic increases in availability are those possible with the 2 year 
refuelling cycle of the Safe Integral Ke3ctor. By combining this with systems 
designed with sufficient redundancy for on-line maintenance, the number and 
duration of planned and unplanned outages are vastly reduced. 

23. Particular attention has been paid in the design of the Safe Integral 
Reactor to simplicity and this together with the large degree of 
modularisation leads to a reliable, easy to maintain plant 

24. A major source of outage in many existing nuclear stations has been 
steam generator problems. Steam generator reliability will also be greatly 
improv.d in the SIR ' design. The steam generators are internal to the 
reactor vessel and are employed in a segmented manner where the segments are 
arranged for ease of inspection, maintenance and replacement. Steam generator 
pressure vessels and steam separators 3re eliminated. The core is refuelled 
without steam generator removal. In the event ot a steam generator segment 
tube failure during operation, the defective segment can be 'solated on the 
secondary sHe by valves external to the reactor vessel. At the next 
regularly scheduled shutdown, the steam generator tubes can be inspected 
through the steam line opening without removing the reactor vessel head if 
maintenance is required. If the segment cannot be repaired in plac«, the 
vessel head can be removed and the segment replaced by an on-site stored 
spare. The defective segment can then be repaired off-line while the plant is 
put back into operation. 

25. As an example of the relative ease of maintenance, the design is such 
that a complete steam generator can be replaced in 12 additional days. As the 
steps preparatory to the removal of a steam generator are the same as for fuel 
handling, a shutdown which would include the replacement of a steam generator 
along with the refuelling would extend the refuelling outage from 21 to 33 
days only, assuming that this was the critical patn involved and not some 
other maintenance activity. 

26. In economic analyses, we have therefore conservatively taken a base case 
load factor some 5 percentage points higher than normally claimed for 
conventions' large dispersed PWRs in the IX; this figure is lower than the 
EPRI tare t .ud indeed lower than that regularly achieved by a • imber of 
existing small plant. Sensitivity studies have examined the effect of 
different availabilities. 

Operating and Maintenance Costs 

27. As with capital cost, economies of scale would suggest that the 
operating and maintenance costs for small reactors ion a per kW basis) would 
be significantly higher than those of a large plant. Howevar, the simplicity, 
modularisation, reduced engineered safety systems and plant layout of the Safe 
Integral Reactor will reduce maintenance costs below the values which would be 
obtained by scaling down from a large dispersed plant. Nevertheless, 
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particularly for situations such as a single reactor on a site, there is an 
irreducible level below which operating and maintenance crews, for instance, 
cannot be reduced and, conservatively, until the SIR 1 design has advanced 
somewhat further, we have, for the purposes of economic analysis, derived 
operating and maintenance costs by scaling Tro™ *-hose established for a large 
dispersed plant; ie costs per kW almost twice those for Hinkley C. 

Decommissioning Costs 

28. Those same design features that serve to shorten the construction 
schedule and improve reliability and maintainability also serve to facilitate 
future decommissioning of the Safe Integral Reactor. Containing all major 
primary system components within the reader vessel with the reactor core very 
low in the vessel serves to minimise ". ne amount of structures and components 
that may become contaminated while Uso reducing the amount of shielding that 
is required. The primary system romponents are located such that they can be 
readily removed fro* the reactor vessel. In fact, the vessel is itself small 
enough so that it could be removea in one piece after defuelling and removal 
of the other components and the amoun. of water between the core and vessel is 
such that activation of the vessel is at. mt a factor of 10,000 lower than in a 
conventional dispersed PWR. 

29. These design features will greatly simplify decontamination and 
decommissioning operations, resulting in reduced occupational radiation 
exposures, shorter decommissioning duration, and lower decommissioning costs 
in comparison with those associated with the present generation of large light 
water reactor plants. 

30. Because the Safe Integral Reactor is differently configured to a 
conventional dispersed PWR, the reactor vessel is of low activity and the 
design features facilitate decommissioning, several alternative options for 
decommissioning other u^an the now traditional procedures of Stage 1, Stage 2 
and Stage 3 as recommended by the IAEA have been considered and costed. The 
options range from the complete dismantling and disposal of the facility, 
through various intermediate options for storing the reactor vessel plus a 
range of other components in situ indefinitely, to preserving and storing all 
primary, secondary and supporting services installed in the reactor building 
indefinitely. Retrievability_£or eventual disposal would be a condition for 
all storage options. The SIR options considered all show costs per kW less 
than costs estimated for traditional dispersed plant. Nevertheless, in our 
economic analyses to date we have used the cost levels per kW associated with 
the .decommissioning of a dispersed plant as there is as yet no confirmation as 
to whether the simplified options available with the Safe Integral Reactor 
would be acceptable to regulatory bodies even though our own assessments of 
safety and environmental impact appear to show completely satisfactory 
results. 

Levelised Generating Costs 

31. The short construction times of the Safe Integral Reactor, leading to 
markedly lower interest charges at the present UK discount rate leads to 
slightly lower total specific capital costs than for the traditional plant. 
Even with the assumed penalty on operating and maintenance costs, comparable 

levelised generating costs are obtained for both plants. To quantify the 
overall cost reductions available with a SIR based philosophy it is 
necessary to examine what we broadly describe as "system effects". 

System Effects 

32. In order to determine the overall economic benefits likely to be 
attained by the use of smaller nuclear units on a generating system it is 
necessary to carry out calculations for the system as a whole, or at least for 
that fraction of the generating system which will be replaced by smaller 
units. In our detailed studies of the economic benefits of the Safe Integral 
Reactor we have carried out a range of such calculations, considering 
different fractions of the UK nuclear generating capacity to be replaced by 
Safe Integral Reactors over a given period of years rather than by 
conventional large dispersed PWRs. Corresoonding calculations with the same 
generating needs met by the large dispersed plant provided the reference data 
by which economic benefits were judged. 

33. The calculations of system economics reported here have been based on 
the replacement of approximately 3500 MWe of UK generating capacity over a 
period of 12 years. Calculations have been performed assuming the replacement 
capacity in turn as: 

3 standard 1175 MWe PWRs (3525 MWe) 

11 single Safe Integral Reactors of 320 MWe based on SIR™-N 
(3520 MWe) 

1 single Safe Integral Reactor and 5 twin unit Safe Integral Reactor 
stations all based on SIR -N (3520 MWe) 

TM and an identical set of calculations where the first reactor (SIR -1) had 
"first of a kind" cost penalties. The basic assumptions were discussed in 
paragraphs 18-30. Several series of calculations of cash flows and the 
internal rates of return on the invested capital have been performed for each 
replacement capacity option for differing sets of further assumptions, the 
different sets of further assumptions included: 

no learning effect on capital cost from one reactor to the next (ie 
all reactors of a series have the same overnight cost); 

learning curves based on, successively, a conservative series of 
learning factors between 1.00 (zero learning) and 0.90; 
a range of selling prices for electricity from 2.5 p/kWh to 
5.0 p/kUh; 

a range of specific construction costs (overnight costs) in £/kWe 
for S'fe Integral Reactors ranging from cost equal to a standard 
large i175 MWe PWR to over 1.3 times that cost; 

load factors of +52 over the standard PWR and equal to that of a 
standard PWR. 
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RESULTS 

34. Figure 5 shows the results at a series of calculations to determine the 
intexnal rate otj-return (IRS) for a series of learning factors for single 
SIR1' , twin SIR and single 1175 MUe PWR plant. In these calculations the 
income per unit of electricity was set at 5 p/kWh and calculations performed 
from zero learning from plant to plant (learning factor 1.0) to 90Z learning 
(learning factor 0.90) which implies that every time the generating capacity 
doubles with a particular type of plant the capital cost falls to 90?^gf its 
previous value. For all calculations shown on Figure 5 involving SIR-' type 
plant the Safe Integral Reactor was given a 3Z availability advantage over the 
conventional large dispersed PWR. In all cases shown the SIR ' plants 
demonstrated an internal rate of return on the investment higher than the 
conventional PUR plant. 

35. Figure 6 shows results of similar calculations to Figure S except that 
this cine the first SIR plant SIR ' -1 is assumed to 'ncur "first of a kind" 
costs, the second in line is regarded as the first of the series produced 
reactors and learning benefits stair with the third reactor to be built. As 
one night expect, IRRs for the SIR based series are slightly lower than 
previously but still higher than for the standard PWR programme. 

36. Figure ? shows cha variation in IRR_Lagain based on an electricity price 
of 5 p/kWh.) with assumed increases in SIR' construction-cost (overnight 
cost). The capital cost estimate for constructing a SIR -N plant in the '.X 
shows a construction cost penalty factor of 1.09 compared with a standard PW? 
tparagraph 18). It can be seen from Figure 7 that, when all system effects 
are taken into account with the standard set of assumptions: 

95 
iMrmng Factor 

92S .9 

(including SIR 1) 

FIG. 6. Variation ol IRR with learning factor 
raplacamant ot 3500 MWt generating capacity. 

TM single SIR plant with 551 advantage in load factor over the 
standard large PUR would yield a better IRR than the large plant 
with construction cost penalties up to 1.13; 

TM twin SIR plant with 5% advantage in load factor yields better IRRs 
than standard large plant up to a construction cost penalty of 1.35; 

TM twin SIR plant with no advantage in load factor yields better IRRs 
up to a construction cost penalty of about 1.27; 

TM single SIR with no load factor advantage can stand 1.04 
construction cost penalty to break even on IRR. 

37. The IFi; will vary with electricity price and Figure 8 shows the results 
of our investigations into the sensitivity of_LRR with electricity price. 
Figure 8 demonstrates that, although twin SIR plant with a +5X advantage in 
load factor shows a better IRR than the standard large PWR for all electricity 
prices shown (above 2.5 p/kWh), single SIR plant only shows an advantage at 
prices above about 3.7 p/kWh. 

38. Figure 9 tabulates the results of calculations to determine the 
probability of supplying particular-Jemands with different combinations of 
plant. It can be seen that the SIR based philosophy enables demands of 
around 2200-2300 MWe to be met with a probability of around 98£ with a smaller 
installed capacity than with large reactors. This is ("ssenrially because, 
even with the same availability for both types of plant, there is a higher 
probability of having 7 out of 10 small rea-tors on line than 2 out of 3 large 
reactors. With our base case availability aU'c""age of 57. in favour of Safe 
Integral Reactors the situation is even batter. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

39. It is clear from our analyses that any generation systeo based on a 
larger number of small high availability units has the potential to offer 
economic advantages over and above any shown by simple comparison of single 
station generating costs with those of a large station. The advantages 
associated with a lower absolute investment risk per station, a better rate of 
return on invested capital, shorter planning horizons reducing the possibility 
of gross over capacity and the likelihood of being able to supply a given load 
at a given confidence level with a smaller installed capacity, could well be 
powerful attractions to any generator but be t^rticularly attractive to 
smaller utilities, developing countries and for revitalising nuclear 
programmes in some other countries. 
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COST REDUCTION ON LWRs - THE MAIN FEATURES 

J.A. BOARD, D. NORMAN 
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Abstract 

For effective generation cost reductions to be achieved while maintaining 
safety levels, the Impact of each of the above element and their interactions 
must be fully assessed, together viCi the effects of uncertainty on commercial 
risk. The amount of interest during construction which must be paid can be 
minimised by adopting designs, output ratings (unit size), and construction 
methods which minimise construction time. However this must be done without 
unduly increasing specific capital cost. Total capital costs can be reduced 
by sharing design and project launching costs and front-end design and 
licensing costs, across a series of identical plants. 

The paper is reviewing costs and performance factors such as those above 
with the aia of identifying the strategies which might be necessary within and 
between countries in order co create an environment which would enable cost 
reductions on LWRs to be made. 

l . CTTROOOCTCOH 

The many factors which maxe up the ultimate cost of electricity 
generation are outlined in this paper, together with their 
interaction. It is important to include every cost element so as to 
understand its impact, it i6 also iisportant to minimise costs (or 
maximise output) whenever this is worthwhile. However there are three 
particular influences which look likely to have the most major impact 
on generation cost. These are the method used to finance each project 
and the need for the shortest possible time to design, construct, 
commission and begin commercial operation, both of which influence 
interest during construction (IDC); and the potential benefit from 
widespread use of the same designs (and their common associated safety 
cases) in order to share front end development costs and operational 
support costs as widely as possible. Thus, while the paper indicates 

how every factor influences ultimate generation costs and how the size 
of each influence ".an be forecast, its iwtin message is to recognise 
the collective benefit that arises from the development of a few 
international designs and safety cases, and from their construction 
and operation, internationally, in sufficient numbers and in a short 
pnough time frime for this benefit to be realised. 

2. COST gLEMKHTS 

Nuclear power plants generation costs are governed by five principal 
elements: 

Capital charges - which cover the repayment of total capital and 
interest. 

Operating costs - which include salaries, overheads, technical 
support, maintenance and materials, rates, taxes and insurance. 

Fuel cycle costs 

Backend provisions - which include station decommissioning, fuel 
reprocessing, and waste management. 

Station operating performance - which includes output rating, 
lifetime and availability. 

2.1 Capital Charges 

On nuclear plant capital charges represent a major element in the 
overall generation costs, typically representing two-thirds of the 
cost when interest charges are included. The capital cost of the 
station covers all the costs incurred in taking the project from the 
derision to proceed through to its handover for commercial operation. 
TVMJS this iieailing includes, first, all those overnight costs which 
would be incurred solely as a result of a decision to construct the 
station being appraised. The term 'overnight costs' means that 
interest charges accumulated up to commissioning are not included. 
Interest charges are covered later. In the general power station case 
the following breakdown is typical; 

Direct Costs 

Land and land rights 
Structures and site facilities 
Reactor plant equipment 
Turbine generator plant equipment 
Electrical plant equipment 
Miscellaneous plant equipment 
Heat rejection system and equipment. 



34 Indirect Costs 

Construction services 
Engineering and HQ services 
Field supervision and field off'ce services 

These costs added together represent the base cost. 

Other Costs 

Taxes and insurance 
Staff training 
Owner's general and administrative 
Spare parts 
Contingencies (Start to finish allowance) 

Other costs plus base cost equals Overnight cost 

Some cost breakdowns include indirect costs attaching to specific 
plant or civil contracts under these contract headings rather than as 
separate items. The same applies to taxes and insurances, and (in 
part) to contingencies. In the latter case allocations change from a 
global start-to-finish allowance to individual risk margins, ending up 
as part of committed capital, as the project moves through its 
construction phase. Exactly how the costs are allocated is less 
important than ensuring that they are all included, although one 
agreed capital costing framework would simplify comparisons and 
c ros s-check i ng. 

M l of the above costs must be included in order to provide a complete 
input to 'costs-of-ownership' calculations ajid to ensure fair 
like-with-like comparisons between options. If the proposed station 
represents a significant change in direction from existing stations, a 
capital sum representing the costs of training and equipping its 
future operators and maintainers prior to commissioning, to cover such 
items as simulators and mock-ups, will need to be included. For 
absolute cost estimates, any additional pre-conwissioning corporate 
cost overheads arising from increases in staff or plant must also be 
included. These will cover activities such as personnel management, 
industrial relations, public relations, finance and commercial, 
corporate or system planning, legal, licensing. R & D and computing. 

Finally, <*u£>ropr iate strategic spares costs and grid extensions to 
'green field' sites or reinforcements to existing sites must be 
covered. Where the above costs continue after commissioning, they are 
probably more properly included under 0U1 costs rather than being 
capitalised throughout life. 

To derive a realistic technical assessment essential to a capital cost 
forecast, the following technical assessments must be made: 

Full hardware and software scope of the project - is everything 
there - are capital spares included ? 

toe 'associated' costs (e.g. simulators/special tools/support 
staff and training) included? 

Level of confidence in each cost estimate - is the item/task 
novel or proven? 

How much work is expected to establish a safety case? 

How much development work remains? How is this reflected in cost 
uncertain ies? 

How much less will successive units cost compared with the early 
ones? To what extent does this apply to plant modules also used 
on other types of station? 

Axe any software costs 'hidden' in any contract package costs? 
we must avoid double-counting. 

what needs are there for contingencies, start-to-finish 
allowances, risk margins? 

Technical assessments desirable for a capital cost forecast cover the 
following: 

How do the cash flows relate in time to the programme? 

When are capital spares orders/payments needed? 

To what extent can a capital spare for one unit or station double 
as an advance order for another? 

How many operational staff will be needed before commissioning 
date? 

Any lowering of capital costs of the second and subsequent units in a 
replicated series, whether built for the utility making the estimate 
or elsewhere, which arise from shared costs, avoided first costs, or 
learning-by-doing, must be taken into account. As many of the above 
questions imply, the ability to share the 'first costs' associated 
with the development and licensing of a design will have an important 
impact on overall costs. These first costs could represent as much a« 
a fifth of the capital cost of a single unit station if it were the 
only one of its type to be built. 



2.2 Construction programme - Interest During Construction 

The design and construction programme it. relevant to costing because 
of its impact on cash flows during construction, on overall 
interest-during-construction (IDC), on the value of electricity used 
or generated during commissioning, and on the value of electricity 
sold or of sales lost if commissioning is earlier or later than 
planned. In cases where construction costs can be traded off against 
construction time (perhaps through modularisation or round-the-clock 
working) the cost of each option will need evaluation. This will be 
especially true when costing the construction of a series of small 
units or a sequence of units on the same site. Again the value 
of learning curves across a series of identical units, and of having a 
firm design, construction plan and safety case will reduce the t'xxne 
taken (and its uncertainty) to reach commercial operation. 

At any realistic interest rate IDC will form a significant part of 
total capital cost. It will increase with construction tiroe. 
Although interest rate is an important cost determinant both directly 
and as a means of reflecting economic risk, it cannot, in itself, 
assist in reducing the intrinsic cost of nuclear power. High interest 
charges penalise all capital-intensive projects without 
discrimination! Interest charges are an incentive for lowering basic 
capital costs and shortening construction tiroes. Good planning and 
design and extensive replication are the actual means of achieving 
these. This is reflected in the following questions which must be 
answered when forecasting programme length and IDC. 

How much risk or uncertainty is there in the critical path or 
in the near critical paths? How flexible is the programme? In 
what ways? 

What would be the knock-on ijnpact of delays in any of these 
paths, or any other programme changes? 

To what extent could modularisation, standardisation and 
multi-unit sites reduce programme length? How would this be done? 

Under what working arrangements would each 
design/construction/cooroissioning phase be carried out? 

Would any of the options for streamlining the manufacturing or 
construction programmes create maintenance, reliability or repair 
problems during operation? What would these be? 

At what point does the programme first require cash inputs? -
When do cash flows rather than cement flows begin? 

At what point does commissioning begin? - When is first 
synchronisation? - When will the unit become 'commercial'? 

(formal commissioning date) - What will precommissioning 
electrical generation and electrical demands be? 

2.3 Station Output 

The sent-out capability of the station, taken with its availability, 
will determine the amount of energy that it could produce for sale if 
there were a market for it. rt will be necessary to have a realistic 
estimate of output capability throughout station life if there is any 
likelihood of significant variation with time because some economic 
calculations will involve discounting. 

Final dependable electrical output will depend on the performance of a 
series of in-line systems and on the definitions of operating 
conditions used by each supplier. To optimise output and therefore get 
the most out of a capital investment it is necessary to: 

Ensure that operating conditions ('average cold spell1; 'winter 
peak', 20* cooling water ) are defined. 

Identify 'proven' plant and determine basis for forecast outputs 
'paper study, rig tests, prototype or scale model tests) 

Establish what thermo-dynamic and other fodels are used to 
calculate overall outputs, control system ret4xsnses, variations 
in output through fuel cycle or seasons etc. 

Determine to what extent could rating of each plant item be 
'stretched' to provide more output. 

Forecast to what extent will the rating of each plant item be 
reduced during its operating life le.g. Steam Generator output 
reductions through tube plugging). 

For 'ranged' systems establish what effect the loss of some, but 
not all, plant items will have (e.g a 3 x 50\ BFP system will 
provide nearer 60% from a single pump). 

Answers to the above questions, and therefore the optimisation of a 
design from a cost and an operations standpoint, will be much more 
precise if based on wide experience on similar plant. Evolutionary 
designs offer advantage here. 

2.4 Availability 

This is the other parameter which determines potential earning 
capability. Significant losses through life, particularly through 
slow early-year build-up, must be minimised. Overall availability 
will be a function of plant reliability, maintainability and 
repairability, fuel cycle length and refuelling duration, and the 



safety-related or commercial-risk-orientated demands for periodic test 
and inspection. Again all of these factors can be improved by fully 
utilising past experience. This is most effective if: 

each design series is built ;n substantial numbers. 

successive design series develop past designs rather adopt 
revolutionary jumps. 

This is an area where initial investment can have a sometimes dramatic 
eftec* on operating performance. If greater working space, or special 
'in situ' workshops are provided, down times for repair or maintenance 
and associated staff numbers can be reduced. The provision of standby 
equipments or surplus capacity, for example 3 x SOX boiler feed pumps 
rather than 2 x S0\, can greatly increase unit operating reliability 
if on-load repairs are practicable. The more strategic spares are 
held, such as reactor coolant pumps, the lower are the chances of a 
long downtime while a replacement is awaited. Sophisticated tools 
such as multi-stud tensioners for the RPV. or robot inspectors, can 
both speed up maintenance work and reduce dose levels. However, in 
every case cost calculations must establish a net reduction in 
generation cost in order tc justify the expenditure. Provided 
replicated designs are used, cheaper alternatives are to share 
strategic spares., special tools and specialist repair and maintenance 
crews across stations - a further reason for replication. 

2.5 Operations and Maintenance Costs 

0*M costs begin when the station is formally commissioned and 
represents about 20\ of generation cost, including capital additions. 
They cover the wages, salaries, training, equipment and overheads of 
all the staff needed to operate, maintain and support the station, 
whether on-site or off-site, contracted-in or permanent. They cover 
repair; maintenance and operational materials; supplies and spares; 
hire of equipment; technical support and R & D ; regulatory fees and 
insurance; rates fees and taxes. During shutdown they also cover 
on-site powar demands. 

2.6 Lifetime and capital additions 

During a long life, any station is likely to require some major 
refurbishments and modifications, and perhaps a few major repairs. 
Quantitative judgements are therefore necessary on the nature, timing 
and costs of such capital-intensive activities Note, however, that if 
such an item is self-financing, (for example life-extension), it 
ceases to be a real cost (but it may need inclusion to take account of 
earning capacity changes}. 

Although at most realistic discount rates leveiised costs are fairly 
insensitive to changes in lifetime beyond about 3J years because of 

possible Post-operational Capital Additions it is necessary to take 
account of plant item and total station lifetime. Equally, it is clear 
that any substantial amounts of energy which can be generated late in 
station life will probably be at low marginal cost. Whenever it is 
economic, therefore, designs should take account of future life 
extension needs, or of the need to replace major plant items, as a 
cheaper alternative than building a new generating unit. 

2.7 Fuel and fuel cycle 

The costs involved here, throughout life, will be a function of energy 
produced. However, efficiency may vary through changes in fuel design 
and operating practice (burn-up etc), and availability can also be 
influenced by varying fuel cycle length. Since fuel design and fuel 
cycle design both carry first costs, the extent to which these can be 
shared will influence potential fuel cycle cost savings. This will 
also be true of on-going design and safety-related fuel studies, 
whether they be to improve fuel cycle economics or to solve 
operational problems. 

In view of the costs and the controversy associated with fuel 
reprocessing and waste management, the concentrating of expertise and 
facilities in this area may offer cost benefits, provided the 
commercial difficulties of single-tendering can be overcome. 
Typically fuel cycle costs, including reprocessing, represent only 
about 10%.-13% of total generation costs. 

2.9 Decommissioning 

Even taking the most pessimistic view of the decommissioning costs, 
the decommissioning provision charges only represent about 1\ of total 
generation costs. However, because they are politically sensitive and 
because the task involves substantial planning and design elements, it 
is again an area where the sharing of these first costs will be 
fruitful. 

3. COST RgPOCriOH STRATEGY 

The above brief outline of generation cost contributors shows the 
large impact which engineering activities have on capital cost and 
hence on capital charges. Seducing capital charges can be done most 
effectively by sharing first-time engineering costs across as large a 
replicated series as possible. Since it is unlikely that any nation 
will be in a position to adopt the French approach (which was in 
effect a successful practical demonstration of the extensive 
replication strategy) this will mean international cooperation at the 
design and licensing phase of the life cycle. Such cooperation is 
developing for the operating phase through INPO, WANO and the IAEA. 



It also seems necessary at the front end of each tranche of designs, 
if significant capital savings are to be made. This means: 

a. A few 'international' designs must be developed which 
satisfy utilities' needs and are supported by large 
international consortia, both in design and financial terms. 

b. The safety and licensing aspects of each design must be such 
that the same safety case will achieve a license in any 
country without modifications - in other words, a realistic 
international safety standard which will permit one-step 
licensing in each country is an essential (and short-term) 
goal. 

c. Plant ordering must be coordinated to achieve the benefits 
of learning-by-doing through (and between) each design 
tranche and to avoid manufacturing, construction, licensing 
and commissioning bottlenecks. 

d. Single-tender contractual procedures such as option 
agreements must be developed which constrain prices on 
subsequent orden, so as not to lose any benefits which wider 
competition between contractors is said to provide. 

If these steps can be achieved there will be corresponding savings 
from pooled designs and resources throughout the operating and 
decommissioning phases of the life cycle. These will arise from 
shared technical support, shared operator and maintainer training, 
shared tool developments, and so on. While it is clear that any 
well-developed and proven technical development will offer future cost 
savings, the amplification of these savings through the avoidance of a 
multiplicity of differing 'local' designs will be much more 
significant than the size of the original saving. 

STANDARDIZATION OF PWR POWER PLANTS: 
IMPACT ON CAPITAL INVESTMENT COST 

C. VINCENT 
Direction dc l'equipement, 
Electricity dc France, 
Paris, France 

Abstract 

The franch program la certainly specific to the frtnch context but It 1* 
• lars* and a real experlaent of standardized eerlea of unite from which v« 
can abstract the main Idea* and ranges available In different contexts. It 
was estimated that the standardized part could reach more than 60X of the 
capital cost and this percentage does not take into account a regionalized 
part which also could have been stendardized. The stain condition is a large 
program which could be issued from a country or a partnership between 
different countries. That mesne, common terms of reference, lists of 
standardized equipment, sane design documents. With a levelized rhythm of 
erection, beneficial effects of the series could be expected. The scale 
effect is fairly vellknown, also we can wonder for instance about the choice 
between five units of 600 HW end three units of 1000 W . The anawer is 
depending on the number of units and on Che discount race. 

I MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 
STANDARDIZATION 

The standardization of nuclear power plants is based on the decision for 
a single technology, the choice of a sole architect-engineer, and the 
definition and application of precise design and construction 
specifications, in order to build a series of identical units. 

1.1 Goals and advantages of standardization 

The general goal of nuclear power plants standardization is to 
dispose, at the lower cost, of electricity generation facilities, which 
form a safe and high-performance industrial tool capable of 
assimilating, mastering and improving the technology of nuclear 
power plants. 



One of trie advantages of standardization refers to the design 
studies and engineering work : the development of a standard 
model, that can be adapted to the conditions prevailing in different 
sites, considerably lightens the engineering workload. Extensive 
design and test means can be concentrated in the first units of a 
series, so that in-depth studies can be undertaken for system 
design, for suitable installation and for optimized equipment quality. 
A Safety Analysis Report is set out for the standard model, and thus, 
after approval from the Safety Authorities, this document is available 
for the whole series. 

Standardization is also beneficial to construction times : studies 
carried out for the first-off units are available in good time for the 
following units : the fact of components being identical mean that a 
component intended for the next unit can be substituted for a 
defective component ; each new unit under construction benefits 
from the experience gained from the others and each improvement 
made to one is immediately applied to the whole. 

Standardization allows to structure the production industry 
efficiently: it enables the manufacturers contractors to plan their 
work schedules and requirements on a long-term basis and thus to 
improve their productivity. 

By another way. standardization makes it possible, when the plant is 
in operation, to take advantage of feed-back from experience, to 
anticipate maintenance work, and to train the operators on 
simulators. And in view of the number of units, the number of spare 
parts to be kept in stock is relatively low. 

More generally, those carrying out the program (architect-engineer, 
project manager and operator), because of the repetitivity of the 
work, acquire in-depth know-how and thus, mastership of all 
operations. 

So. each of these standardization benefits leads to a reduction of 
corresponding costs, because of the induced series effect: studies 
shared by several units have a favourable impact on architect-
engineering cost improvement of productivity for repetitive 
operations reduces the construction cost, shorter delivery times 
result in lower interest during construction charges. 

Limits end drawbacks of standardization 

For a nuclear program being developed on several sites, over a 
period of about ten years, standardization comes up against two 
main limitations : 

a) Each site is characterized by geological and seismic data, a cold 
source, a geographical, industrial, human, climatic environment, 
etw.. and mere is no question of defining a standard project 
suitable for all the different sites. Similarly, it is inconceivable to 
be able to choose sites which could agree to a given standard. 

Therefore, the standard must be designed so that adaptation to 
each site recognized as convenient, may be possible. 

b) Technology is continually developing and thus standardization 
must find the middle road between two conflicting aims : to 
stabilize the techniques for a sufficient period of time in order to 
draw the benefits from series construction, and to leave the way 
open to improvements because of technical progress, feedback 
of experience and regulatory requirements. 

Regarding the standardization drawbacks, it is often objected two 
mam ones : 

• The risk of a generic incident, important enough to require the 
shutdown of every unit of the series. In fact, french experience 
showed that !nce the commissionnings were spread over 
several years, a generic event did not occur at the same time on 
each unit ; on the contrary, standardization can enable a 
common action plan to be defined for every unit, without any 
appreciable consequence on the total electricity generation. 

- The situation of monopoly issued from the possible selection of 
a sole constructor for the main components. That could be an 
economic and commercial problem, but it is probably favourable 
for the equipment quality and safety. And it can be noticed that 
such a monopolistic situation is not inevitably to be associated 
with standardization : a large participation of the architect-
engineer in the components studies could allow industrial 
competition for the equipment supply. 

II WHAT PART CAN BE STANDARDIZED ? 

2.1 Standerdlzable part 

So as to make up a standardized nuclear power plants series, total 
identity between each unit is demanded for: 

• functional, instrumentation and control systems, 

• equipment, components and circuits. 

installations, and consequently the buildings and structures 
containing the equipment. 

Conversely, foundations, waterstructures, accesses and connection 
to the grid are specific to each site. 

Yet, it can be chosen not to actually fully standardize the whole 
standardizable part, especially for local industrial policy reasons. 



That last option was taken tor the French nuclear PWR program : 

Thus, the power block, including the nuclear island and the turbine 
hall, is standardized. Sizing of systems and equipement was 
performed with an average envelope of the site conditions 
encountered on most of the French potential sites. This decision was 
especially valid for the ventilation system, the auxiliary cooling 
system and did not cause significant overcosts. 

Even when it was absolutely necessary to adapt the equipment to 
special site conditions, its interfaces with the surroundings were, as 
far as possible, kept unchanged. Thus it was possible to preserve 
the identity of the civil works and of the installation of the building 
where the equipment was located. The condenser is the most 
distinctive example, with its heat exchange area dependent on the 
cold source type but housed in a standardized turbine hall. 

The difference of levels between nuclear island and turbine hall can 
be changed, thus permitting an optimization between the costs of 
circulating water pumping and earthwork, without affecting any of 
the buildings. 

The site auxiliary buildings (production of the general service fluids, 
site electric source switchboards.) and the operation buildings 
(workshops, warehouses, administrative buildings) may also be 
standardized. On the contrary their layout on site is to be studied 
case by case. 

So. for the French nuclear program, the standardized part can be 
estimated at about 65 % of the total base cost (i.e construction cost 
+ architect-engineering cost). This percentage does not include the 
main civil works erection, with which local contractors are entrusted 
although the design and installation of every main building are 
standardized ; the main civil works contract is a good example of 
what can be called a 'regionalized" contract. 

So we can estimate that the whole standardizable part could reach 
more than 75 % of the capital cost. 

2.2 Non-standard part 

The following parts cannot be standardized since they depend on 
constraints, which are specific to each site . 

the foundations and infrastructures of the buildings. 
• the pumping stations and, more generally, the cooling water, 

the water intake and discharge circuits and structures, 
the tunnels and other electrical and mechanical connections, 

- the connection to the electric grid. 
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111 STANDARDIZATION CONDITIONS 

3.1 A large program 

The first and main condition required for standardization to exist 
and really be efficient, is a nuclear program, to be implemented 
within about ten years, and which must be large enough to benefit 
from the associated series effect on costs. It can be noticed that 
such a program can be issued from the needs of only one country, 
but can also result from a partnership between several different 
countries. 

The minimum number of concerned plants can be estimated at 
about ten units, to be built at a levelized rhythm of about one unit 
per year. 

3.2 Engineering activities organization 

Standardization means a detailed definition of tiie standard model, 
precise rules and codes to be complied with, so as to establish the 
common design and construction documents that have to be valid 
for each unit of the series. Consequently, standardization requires 
that construction engineering and follow-up teams have to be set up 
to cover the entire program. 

Thus, for the implementation of French PWR series, a set of 
standardization texts has been written and updated : Design and 
Construction Rules (RCC) for use in the design and manufacture of 
NSSSs and other parts of nuclear power plants (process^, 
mechanical equipment, electrical equipmenf, nuclear fuel, civil 
engineering and fire protection). Similar texts (Implementation and 
Construction Rules - RRC) have been written for conventional parts 
of nuclear power plants. 
These rules are common to EDF and its contractors. They have been 
accepted by the French Safety Authorities. They are updated with 
experience and with technology progress. 

Regarding the engineering, operation, installation and fabrication 
documents, which relate to the standardized systems and 
equipment, they are designed only once for the whole series. On 
each of these reports, diagrams, specifications and drawings, a 
validity pattern, part of the title block, indicates the sites the 
document is applicable to. These documents are constantly updated, 
so that modifications considered necessary on a unit under 
construction can be automatically made on the following units and 
also on those already built. 

3.3 Equipment and systems procurement 

So as to be really effective in terms of quality, scheduling and cost 
relatively to the construction phase, standardization requires a 



specific component procurement strategy in order to allow the most 
adapted industrial organization. 

Such a strategy has been followed for the implementation of the 
French PWR program. Each equipment supplier received orders for 
a whole series but with the obligation always to use the same 
procurement sources and the same subcontractors for each of the 
units. 

This policy has guaranteed to each constructor a stable order book 
so that he could undertake investments, develop his production 
rationally, and take all measures needed to ensure a high quality 
level . 

Thus, contracts involving a number of units ranging from 8 to 18 
according to the case, were concluded between EOF and the two 
main suppliers : Framatome for the NSSS and Alsthom for the 
turbo-generator sets. This plunannual contracts policy was extended 
to most of the other contractors such as those for piping, valves, 
electric power appliances or minor electrical components, thus 
covering practically the whole standard part of the units. 

Simultaneously, efforts were made to involve regional industries, 
located in the vicinity of a site, in the construction of the units 
(ea.thworks. civil works, roads, lighting...). 

As regards the technical contractual items, the basic French process 
consists in profiting by experience. So. in its contracts, EDF uses 
about 200 specifications and technical rules which define its 
technical requirements for categories of equipment such as motors, 
pumps, heat exchangers, switchboards, etc.. These documents are 
permanently updated taking into account industrial capabilities and 
operating results. 

IMPACT OF STANDARDIZATION ON CAPITAL INVESTMENT COST 

4.1 Qualitative analysis 

The choice of implementing a nuclear program made of 
standardized units series has a positive influence on the 
corresponding investment cost. This economic impact can be 
referred to as "the series effect" ; its usual definition is a follows : 

"The series effect expresses the fact that the average specific capital 
investment cost of a standardized units series is lower than the 
corresponding cost of one unit, which would have the same 
characteristics but which would be singly designed and built" 

The series effect, more or less directly affects the three main parts 
of the capital investment cost, i.e th6 construction cost, the architect 
engineering cost, and the interest during construction charges : 

- The gains relative to the average specific construction cost of a 
series are issued from two distinctive factors : 

. on one hand, from the single implementation of all the studies, 
developments, qualifications and tests relative to the 
standardized equipment : that is what we will call the program 
effect". The corresponding costs are independent of the 
number of the ordered units. This fixed costs amount, which is 
to be spent for the implementation of a new series, is not very 
dependent on the units size, but it is rather linked with the 
degree of innovation, which has been introduced in the new 
series compared with the reference one. 

. on the other hand, from the global improvement of the 
productivity of the contractors : that will be called "the 
pro luctivity effect". Actually, the order of an identical 
equipment series enables the supplier to reduce his prime cost, 
thanks both to the learning effect due to repetitivity, and to the 
optimization of the development, planning and use of his 
provisionning and production machines. 

- The series effect relative to the architect engineering cost is 
essentially due to the fact tha, the design and performance 
standard studies and the "first of a kind" engineering work are 
carried out only once for the whole series. 

- The series effect relative to the interest during construction 
charges results from the experience that a series construction 
enables to gain. The associated feedback allows to shorten the 
construction time, and so the impact on the payment schedule 
leads to a reduction of the interest during construction amount. 

Another cost influential factor is closely connected to the series 
effect : it is the "rhythm effect", which expresses the fact that the 
positive series effect is a function of the corresponding order 
rhythm. So as to lead to real economic gains, standardization has to 
be associated with a levelized order rate, important enough to keep 
a minimum continuous load both for the architect-engineering and 
the equipment product on. The order rhythm eveness is in fact a 
required condition to rrake it possible to optimize engineering and 
factories load on a long-term basis. 

The global impact of standardization on cost will yet be referred to 
as the series effect; but the possible unevenness of the order rate 
could reduce, and indeed cancel, the benefit of the series effect 
associated to a levelized rhythm. 

4.2 Expression and quantif ication of the series effect 

In order to quantify the economic impact of standardization on the 
specific capital investment cost of a series, an expression of the 



series effect has been worked out. This formulation, which 
expresses the preceding qualitive analysis, is set out in appendix 1. 

The series effect is represented as a function of two main 
parameters : the number. N, of the series units, and a r.eries 
coefficient, s. that measures the series effect intensity : 

s =» o would mean that there is no beneficial series effect 

s =» 1 would mean that the average specific cost for a 20 or more 
units series is nearly half of the corresponding cost for a 
single unit 

The established formulation applies to the construction and the 
architect-engineering costs (the series effect on the interest during 
construction charges has not been schematized). So, for each of 
these two costs, the series gain, defined as the ratio between the 
average specific cost of a N units series and the corresponding cost 
of a sole unit, is a decreasing nomographic function of N. That 
means that the series effect is rapidly deadened with the number of 
the series units. The asymptotic value of the series gain is equal to 
11 / (1+8)1, 

Compared to a 10 units series, the specific capital investment cost 
relative gain (or loss) due to the implementation of a N units series, 
is thus estimated as follows (these figures correspond to a 
calculation made with medium values of the series effect as 
explained in appendix 1): 

Number of units : N 1 5 10 20 40 30 

Specific capital cost 
gain - 7 0 % - 7 % 0% 4 % 5% 6% 

We can conclude that most of the series benefits are achieved with a 
10 units series : very large series have no real economic advantages. 

V. WHAT COMPROMISE BETWEEN SCALE AND SERIES EFFECTS ? 

. This question is an important one, when a choice is to be made to launch 
a nuclear program : would a large series of rather small units be better, 
from an economic angle, than a smaller series of larger units ? The best 
compromise has to be found between the opposite scale and series 
effects in order to implement a same nuclear program (defined by a given 
electrical output to equip, which is supposed to be ordered at a levelized 
rhythm, within a given time period). 

So as to propose an answer to this question, we have used a simple 
expression of the two involved factors. For the series effect, the 
formulation is the one presented in the previous paragraph, and for the 
size effect it is the commonly accepted expression : the total cost of a 
unit is varying proportionally to its output raised to an exponent referred 

to as the scaling exponent. The complete formulation is presented in 
appendix 1. 

The application of this simple schematization shows that the answer to 
the previously asked question depends of course on the required number 
of units, but also on the discount rate. 

For example, the exercice has been performed in the case of the French 
PWB capacity replacement, that is supposed to be achieved in the future 
within about 10 years, at a levelized rhythm of 2800 MW/year, either with 
20 units of 1400 MW, or with 47 units of 600 MW. With a discount rate of 
8 % (in real terms), the total capital investment cost of the series is lower 
with the 1400 MW units series : from an economic angle, small is not 
beautiful! 

However, this conclusion has to be rather adapted to the corresponding 
assumptions : we can notice for instance that high discount rates (above 
about 12 % in real terms) lead to a great reduction of the size benefits 
(because of the increased interest during construction amount). 

So this schematization exercice allows to clearly show that, compared 
with the size effect and for identical technology units, the impact of the 
series effect is maximum with a rather small series : small units therefore 
appear to have little economic advantage. Yet, high discount rates can 
partly counterbalance the size advantage. 



42 A P P E N D I X 1 

EXPRESSION AND QUANTIFICATION OF SERIES, 

SIZE AND RHYTHM EFFECTS 

1. SERIES EFFECT 

The qualitative analysis, which is set out in the text, § 4 . 1 , leads to define, 
for the construction cost and the architect engineering cost, a common 
schematic breakdown. 

1.1 Exprsssion of the serios effect on the construction and architect 
engineering costs 

Specific (construction or architect engineering) cost, relative to each P 
MW output unit of a N units series : 

A1 A1 An 

M i 
I 

B 

UniM Unit r > UnitM 

The individual cost of the first unit of the series can actually be divided 
in : 

- one part, A1, referred to as "standard, head of the series", which is 
constituted of: 

. for the construction cost : the studies, qualification and testing 
costs of the standardized equipment. The corresponding works 
are carried out only once, since they are valid for the whole series. 

. for the architect engineering cost : the studies, engineering and 
design costs, which are relative to the standard part. 

another part. M, that exits only for the construction cost. This part 
is composed : on one hand, of the studies, development and 
investment expenses, relative to the main contractors' production 
tools, and on the oth-r hand, of the manufacturing cost part 
which is sensible to the learning effect and the degree of the 
production planning optimization (all these costs are in fact 

equally shared between the units, since series contracts are 
concluded for the standard components). 

- A third part, B, corresponding, for both the construction and 
architect engineering cost, to the part of the cost that cannot be 
reduced and is directly ascribable to each unit of the series (and 
that of course includes the specific to the site part). 

The cost of the n , n unit of the series can also be broken down in : 

- a possible part An "standard evolution", that is of the same nature 
as Al , and that is available for all the further series units, 

- the part M, which is identical to the unit 1 corresponding part. 

- the part B, which is supposed to be identical to the unit 1 
coresponding part (this simple schematization does not take into 
account the site cost fluctuations) 

The sum A = i; Ai is therefore composed of the expenses, that are 
logically ascribed, from an administration angle, to the "head of series 
or sub-series" units, but which are available for the whole series. A is 
the origin of the program effect. 

M represents the potential productivity effect spring, it can b« noticed 
that M is also corresponding to the global series affect, with 'egard to 
the manufacturers. M can itself be broken down into a program effect 
(fixed studies, development and investment costs relative to the 
production tools), and a pure productivity effect. 

The total construction or architect engineering cost of the N units 
series can thus be divided into : 

- a part that is globally independent of the number N of the series 
units : [ A > - ( N x M ) ) x P - D x P 

Indeed, A is clearly independent of N. and so is the product (N x M) 
because M is issued from the distribution, between the N units, of a 
total cost that is supposed to be unaffected by N. 

- A part that is proportional to the number N of the series units : (N x 
B) x P 

So the series can be characterized by a series coefficient s, defined by 
s = D/B, which is independent of the number of the series units. 



The average spacific construction or architect engineering cost of the 
series, C(N), c m therefore oe ex Dressed as follows : 

C (ti) = B f (O/N) = B x [1 + (s/N)] 

The expression [C (N) / (1 + (s/N))] appears as an unvarying term, 
which is characteristic from the series effect. 

1.2 Quantification of the series effect 

In order to quantify the series effect, a detailed analysis of all the 
French series related cost data has been performed. This exercice 
showed that it is very difficult to isolate from rough costs the impact of 
the sole series effect: indeed, many other factors simultaneously affect 
the units cost. We can quote for example the cost escalation, the size 
effect, the site characteristics, the technical progress... Nevertheless, 
based on the results of this retrospective analysis and on our 
experience, we have assessed likeiy values for the series coefficient s. 
To allow a wide margin that couid include extreme cases, we have 
concluded as follows : 

for the construction cost : 0,6 s s s 1,9, 
s = 1 is assessed as the most likely realistic value 

for the architect engineering cos t : 1,3 ^ s £ 3.4 
s = 2 is assessed as the most likely medium value. 

Then, the total capital investment cost is rebuilt from its component 
parts : the series effect is thus taken into accourt for the construction 
cost and the architect-engineering ccst ; the interest during 
construction charges and the complementary miscellaneous costs are 
supposed to be unvarying. So we obtain a formulation of the total 
capital investment cost evolution in accordance with the number N of 
the series units and with the two series coefficients s relative to the 
construction cost and the architect-engineering cost ; this expression 
leads to the results and values, which are presented in the text, § 4.2. 

2. SIZE EFFECT 

2.1 Expression of the size effect on the construction and architect 
engineering costs. 

The size effect is represented by the wellknown expression : 

C1 = C2 x (P1 / P2) " - 1 ) 

with Ci : average specific cost (or part of the cost), (monetary unit/kW). 
of a Pi (MW) size unit. 

The size effect is thus characterized by the scaling exponent t, the 
43 value of which is situated between 0 and 1 : 

t = 0 would mean a maximum size effect (the total cost is independent 
of the size) 

t = 1 would mean there is no size effect (the specific cost is invariant 
with the size) 

2.2 Quantification of the size effect 

Our estimations of t values are issued from a global analysis of our 
successive series cost data. We have concluded, like in the case of the 
series effect, with a margin, as follows : 

- for the construction cost : 0,6 < t < 0,8 

t = 0,7 is the likely medium value 

- for the architect engineering cos t : 0,3 < t < 0,7 

t = 0,4 is the likely medium value 

3. RHYTHM EFFECT 

According to our experience, the duration of a technological series (between 
the commissionnings of the first and last series units) is evaluated at about 
ten years. So the average annual order rhythm r is supposed to be linearly 
dependent on the number H of the series units : r (unit/year) = N/10 

The rhythm effect is thus "integrated" to the series effect. We have not 
schematized the impact of the possible unevenness of the rhythm, which 
could modify the associated series effect. 

4. GLOBAL RESULTING EXPRESSION 

In order to appreciate the simultaneous impact of size and series effects on 
the average specific capital investment cost of a series, the size effect 
equation is applied to each part D and B of the construction and architect-
engineering costs, with specific t exponents. 

Then, the total capital investment cost variation, according to series and size 
factors, can be easily obtained : the construction and architect-engineering 
costs have just to be added up with the interest during construction 
charges, the amount of which depends on the discount rate and on the 
units size (and on the series effect, towards shorter construction times due 
to learning effect). In France, we used to expressing the interest during 
construction charges as a percentage of the construction and architect 
engineering costs ; with a discount rate of 8 % in real terms, this percentage 
(with the learning effect integrated) has been valued respectively at 28 %, 24 
% and 20 % for the french 1400, 1300 and 900 MW series. 
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THE FRENCH NUCLEAR PROGRAM 

SERIES AND SUB-SERIES 

The compromise between stability and evolution has been made as follows : 
a discontinuous evolution by successive series has been chosen. Each 
series corresponds to a standard, which is a step in technical evolution and 
benefits from the experience gained during the previous one. 

If necessary, partial evolutions are accepted in the same se'ies, thus 
defining successive sub-series. Theses sub-series remain conform to the 
major principles of the standard, but offer either the possibility to introduce 
some freedom in the choice of suppliers or to fulfill new safety demands. 

1. 900 MW SERIES 

Built on the twin-unit basis, this series was perfected on the Fessenheim-
Bugey pre-series and includes two sub-series. 

Pre-series 

After its experience with the Franco-Belgian 900 MW PWR unit in Tihange, 
EOF started up the Fessenheim power plant (one pair of units) in 1970 and 
the Bugey power plant (two pairs) in 1971-72. 

Thus the 900 MW series (of which the first sub-series CP 1 was started in 
1974 and the second one. CP 2, in 1977) benefits from the experience in 
design and construction gained with the Fessenheim and Bugey plants, as 
well as from the start-up tests and first phase of operation at Fessenheim. 

CP 1 sub-series (9 pairs of units) 

As with Fessenheim and Bugey it is made up of units, each one comprising 
a reactor building, with a single wall containment and steel liner, containing 
a three-cooling-loops primary system. The turbine hall is disposed 
tangentially to the reactor building. Each unit is associated with a turbine 
generator, the turbine being made up of one HP cylinder and three LP 
cylinders. 

CP 2 sub-series (5 pairs of units) 

This sub-series includes similar nuclear islands to those of the CP 1. 
However the turbine hall specific to each unit is located radially to the 
reactor building, which reduces risk related to turbine missiles. The turbine 
is made up of one HP cylinder and two LP cylinders. 

2. 1300 MW SERIES 

For this new series, introduced in 1976 with the Paluel plant, EDF decided 
in favour of single translationally reoeated units, notably in order to simplify 
the protection of each unit agains'. f.cts of malevolence. 

P 4 sub-series (8 units) 

It includes a double wall containment without liner, containing a four-
cooling-loops primary s\ ;tem. The general lay-out is scheduled to provide 
total physical separatio. of the two lines of safeguard nuclear auxiliaries, 
with the creation of a special building to house them. The turbine hall is 
radial and the turbine is made up of one HP cylinder and three LP cylinders. 

P'4 sub-series (12 units) 

Identical units to those of the P 4 sub-series compose the P'4 sub-series, 
but they are optimized in order to reduce costs for equal quality, which 
involves essentially a reduction in size of the building. 

It should be observed that the two units of St-Alban as well as the two units 
of Flamanville are made up of a P 4 type nuclear island and a P'4 type 
turbine hall. 

3. N4 SERIES 

This new series was introduced in 1984 with the Chooz Plant. It aims at a 
slightly increased unit power output and was designed in view of the 
following objectives : 

. a system of completely French design, 

. a reduction of the cost per kW, 

. a continuation in the improvements of safety-related features. 



EXAMPLES FOR COST REDUCTION IN THE DESIGN OF 
A WER-1000 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

T. KUKKOLA 
Imatran Voiira Oy, 
Helsinki, r inland 

Abstract 

la • design project during recent years, a version for Finnish conditions 
has been and is being developed based on the Soviet WEK-1000 PWR plant with 
four horizontal steals generators. The plant will have a double containment. 
The inner containment will be a dry full pressure prestressed concrete 
containment with liner and the secondary containment will be made of ordinary 
concrete. Four train safety approach is adopted. It is supposted that the 
plant is to be designed according to the present Finnish safety requirements, 
e.g. severe reactor accidents are considered. When striving at an economic 
plant no compromises are made as far as safety is concerned. This paper 
describes possible cost reduction by redesigning the main technical equipments 

1 Introduction 

In a design projec t s during recent years , a vers ion 
for Finnish condi t ions has been and i s being 
developed based on the Soviet WER-1000 p lant . 

The f i r s t vers ion of a WER-IOOO plant was developed 
in the beginning of ^ a o . The design was f i n a l i z e d 
in 1984. 

During years 1985-1986 a modified vers ion of WER-
440 plant was developed. Same des ign approach was 
followed as in the WER-1000 plant des ign , /!/. 

The accident in Chernobyl a f f ec ted that the new 
government 1987 made a mutual agreement that no 
dec i s ion on nuclear power w i l l be made during the 
years 1987-1991. The next parliament e l e c t i o n w i l l 
take place in Mar.h, 1991. The new government would 
be hopeful ly in p o s i t i o n to make p o s i t i v e d e c i s i o n 
on nuclear power. Preparations for the p o s i t i v e 
dec i s ion are made. 

One candidate for the poss ib l e next plant w i l l he 
a WER-1000 type plant on which the design project 
takes p lace . There are four other candidates and 
hard competit ion i s expected between the candidates . 

The plant in t h i s context w i l l contain a WER-1000 
type reactor with four horizontal steam generators 
and one 1500 rpm turbine with three low pressure 
c y l i n d e r s . The plant w i l l a l s o have double 
containment. The inner containment w i l l be a dry 
f u l l pressure pres tressed concrete containment 
with l i n e r and the secondary containment w i l l be 
made of ordinary concrete . Four tra in s a f e t y 
approach i s adopted. View from the plant i s shown 
in Appendix. 

The plant i s designed according to the present 
Finnish s a f e t y requirements, e .q . severe reactor 
accident are considered. 

The assumed plant s i t e i s in Loviisa, in the 
neighborhood of two WER-440 p l a n t s . 

When s t r i v i n g at an economic plant no compromises 
are made as far as s a f e t y i s concerned. 

2 General p r i n c i p l e s for economy 

In the plant design i t i s important to keep harmony 
between the d i f f e r e n t design areas. Exaggeration 
in one area can lead unbalanced plant concept with 
unnecessary expenditure. 

No savings are s t r i v e d at on the cos t of operab i l i t y 
and main ta inab i l i t y . For example, access into the 
containment during power operation w i l l be pos s ib l e , 
adequate rooms for overhaul personnel are reserved, 
a l o t of cranes and l i f t s are reserved, e t c . 
A c c e s s i b i l i t y during power operation means that 
improved v e n c i i a t i o n systems sha l l be used as well 
as improved radiat ion s h i e l d i n g . 

No savings are s t r i v e d at on the cos t of high work 
q u a l i t y . To inves t on the high work q u a l i t y w i l l be 
p r o f i t a b i l i t y . For example the proper surface 
treatment w i l l help to keep plant c lean and 
personnel doses low. 

In order to control the investment and the operating 
c o s t s the fol lowing general p r i n c i p l e s are followed: 



Modular and functional approach 
Modular and functional approach are followed. 
Systems which serve same functions will be located 
in the same building. This minimizes the connections 
between the buildings and reduces for example pipe 
lengths. 
Safety and non-safety systems are separated from 
each other. The safety systems are located only in 
the safety classified buildings. Thus lower safety 
standards can be applied in the non-safety 
classified buildings. 

Keep the building sizes small 
Building sizes should be reasonably small to reduce 
costs. Buildings should be as simple as possible. 
This promotes competition between the Finnish 
contractors. If only very large building block 
would be constructed so only one construction bid 
would be received by one Joint venture company. 

Minimize the building volumes 
Total building volume is a good indication of the 
cost-effectiveness. Also the site area for the 
plant itself and for the construction work indicates 
same thing. If one can reduce the building volume 
indirect saving may also be notable. 
Building volume coir.;, arison are shown in table 
below. The older version of the plant had two 500 
MWe turbines, the latest design will have one 1000 
MWe turbine. In principle the design features are 
equal in both designs. 
The buildiuy volumes 

Building 

Raactor building 
Staaia call 
Control building 
Safety building 
Diasal building 
Auxiliary building 
Wast* storaga 
Frash ffual storaga 
Nuclaar sarvlca building 
Turblna building 
Cooling watar pump building 
Watar traatmant building 
worMshop-storaga 
Office building 
Total 

Volume •> 
Naw 91 Old 84 
136550 127400 
15290 22720 
41680 31000 
39140 43670 
14420 .3800 
32710 60140 
6730 9750 
7740 10300 

20450 12590 
2050C0 202800 
15000 29350 
10000 6300 
23770 29000 
14040 10500 

602520 612170 

Separate the construction and installation works 
Construction and installation works are separated 
from each other. This means for example that full 
size material air locks and hatches are reserved, 
so that even steam generators can be changed during 
plant life without breaking the structures. 
By separating the construction works and the 
installation works the work quality can be improved 
and working efficiency is better. This means lower 
costs. 

Utilize the local conditions 
Local conditions are taken into account, like 
industrial structure, local climate, cooling water 
conditions, ground quality, etc. 
Local companies are planned to be used maximally. 
Competition between the companies will be promoted. 
For example when planning the machine shops and 
storage this feature is taken into account. 
In cooling water system design local conditions 
are very favorable. A lot of cold cooling water 
is available. The ground allows to use the rock 
tunnels as cooling water lines. The rock tunnels 
will need no maintenance and the flow losses are 
low. 
The ground is stable, no seismic activity is 
recorded. Only thin bottom slabs are required. 
However, the plant will be designed against a 
earthquake with 0.1 g horizontal acceleration at 
ground level. 

Minimize the construction time 
Construction tine shall be minimized for reducing 
the capital costs. For example no rooms below the 
reactor containment are allowed in order to shorten 
critical path of plant construction. Simultaneous 
construction of different building will be possible. 

Store the spent fuel in the containment 
The refuelling pool should be large enough to cope 
at least 10 reloading plus the reactor core. Then 
separate spent fuel storage can be avoided and 
transport risks eliminated. 



Examples for cost reduction 

In the following there are listed some examples 
how and where investment cost reductions are 
obtained by redesigning: 

Reactor building 

Major factor in cost reduction is that Leak-Before-
Braak approach is adopted. This means that no 
restraints for the piping systems will be installed. 
Also pressure differential loads in containment 
sub-compartments can be avoided. On the other hand 
extra research and development work on materials and 
fracture mechanics are required. 
The inner structures of the containment have been 
simplified. Straight wall lines with pe'-oendicular 
wall Joints have been used whenever possible. 

Building height has been slightly reduced so that 
containment gross volume is about 84000 m 3. The 
lowest lavel of the reactor building is same as 
the ground level. 
Provisions for severe reactor accidents have been 
made. Total thickness of bottom slab is about 4 m. 
Below the reactor the slab thickness above the 
containment liner is 3 m, elsewhere 0.6 m. This 
gives adequate erosion margin for the molten 
reactor without increasing the construction costs. 

Auxiliary building 

Operating experiences of the Loviisa plant have 
been utilized. Unnecessary conservatism has been 
avoided. Reservations for reservations are not 
made unlike in the latest 440 MWe plant design. 
Several process changes and layout arrangements 
have been made in order to keep the building volume 
reasonable. Close circuit technic, waste 
solidification, multiuse of waste water tank, etc 
have been applied. 

Turbine building 
The turbine building will have several improvements. 
The modifications are to be compared with the 
standard Russian design. 

Water separating and superheating process. Four 
water separator-superheaters are replaced with 
two. This simplifies tiie processes and reduces the 
space demands considerably. 

Low pressure preheating system. In the original 
design the low pressure preheating system contains 
three vertical first phase preheaters and two 
vertical second phase preheaters. All preheaters 
were connected in each low pressure turbine 
cylinders with manifold pipe connection. In the 
latest design the first and second phase preheaters 
are replaced with a horizontal duplex type 
preheater, which is located between the LP-turbine 
and condenser. So the spac=) demand of the preheaters 
and large pipe manifolds are eliminated completely. 

Turbine by-pass. In original design the central 
valve group were arranged at the end of the turbine 
hall, from where bypass line3 to the condenser 
were led. The old design were replaced with two 
collectors which were led directly to the condensers 
and the valves are installed closely to the 
condensers. The space demand of the new design is 
considerably lass. 

Feedwater system arrangement. The feedwater tank 
13 located at the main floor of the turbine hall. 
The electric motor driven feedwater pumps are 
below the feedwater tank at the ground floor. In 
the original design the feedwater tank and the 
turbine driven pumps were located in a separate 
building part. 

Ventilation and electric system arrangement. Less 
space demanding ventilation system are designed. 
Also switchgoar plant for the turbine building is 
integrated to the turbine building. 

Cooling water arrangement. The cooling water pumping 
building is facing the turbine building. The cooling 
water is led to the pumping building along a rock 
tunnel. The fine screen filter are installed 
directly to the cooling water pipes. 

Transport arrangement. In the original design 
there were the railway through the turbine building 
for the transports. In the new design only a 
lifting shaft for the transports are arranged. 

3.4 Indirect effects 
The indirect effects in cost reductions could be 
notable. 



By reducing the building volumes the savings are 
obtained in heating, ventilating and air 
conditioning. Also the power cabling and pipe 
lengths will be reduced. 
When keeping the plant size reasonably small the 
operating costs are also reduced as well as man
power required. 
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POSSIBLE FUEL CYCLE COST REDUCTION 
FOR VVWERs 

F. PAZDERA, J. KUJAL 
Nuclear Research Institute. 
Rez, Czechoslovakia 

Abstract 

In paper are discussed possible ways for fuel cycle cost reduction in 
WER reactors. One of the most promising items is the burnup extension, the 
fuel cycle cost reduction were evaluated for both WER 440 and WER 1000 
reactors. As a part the CSFE/USSK results obtained la the fraae of the IAEA 
WSEBtIS 3tudy are presented. The main conclusions o." this evaluation are: 

optimum batch average burnup is above 60 MWd/kgU 
increasing back, end cost strongly increases incentives for burnup 
extension 
large political differences in price calculation for the operation 
in the fuel cycle back end could in some cases support unoptlmal 
decision, to clarify this is very important. 

The technical and economical aspects of the last item are discussed. 

1. Introducti->n 
Light water reactors have been commercially operated for 

thirty years and currently represent about 35% of the installed 
nuclear power capacity in the world. The initial design burnups of 
LWRs, 33 MWd/kg forPWRs and 28 MWd/kg for BWRs were by the late 
1970s used because of fuel suppliers warranties and assuranse of 
licensing and performance. These values don't represent an 
economic optimum. 

In Czechoslovakia nuclear power industry for the nearest 
decade is based on construction of NPPs with PKRs. Up today there 
are 8 units in operation with WWEH-440 reactors and 6 units under 
construction (4 units WWER-440 and 2 units WWER-1000). 
Construction of futher WWER-1000 was interrupted and proposals for 
near future of nuclear power industry depend on political and 
economic decisior on govermental level. 

The three years cycle with average spent fuel burn-up of 30 
MWd/kg and maximum linear heat generation rate (I.HGR) of about 
32,5 kW/m was adopted. At present these reactors are being 
prepared to a four years cycle with higher initial fuel enrichment 
of 4.4%. There is experience in USSR of 4 years and longer 
operation of more then 800 fuel assemblies (enrichment 3.6^) with 
batch average burnup of 36MWd/kg [11. 

The initial fuel loading scheme of WWER-1000 was designed for 
twc years cycle with batch average burnup of 28,5 MWd/kg and 
maximum LHGR 44,8kW/m. We suppose for initial first loading to 
increase batch average burn-up above 40 MWd/kg adopting three 
years cycle with local burn-up peak close 60 MWd/kg. There are 
experiences in USSR with three-years cycle in Novo-Voronezh NPP-5 
with WWER-1000 with 4.4% fuel enrichment. During the operation of 
this WWER-1000 unit the core characteristics (steady state cycle 
within three refuelings) were found to satisfy the design values 
and no one of the fuel assemblies has failed. 

One principal reason for expecting a fuel cost benefit in 
extension the burnup is the physical effect of using lower number 
of reload fuel assemblies, approaching more closely the thuoretica 
performance of continual refueling. From results of neutronic 
design follows a relation between enrichment and burnup and we 
can see a reduction of the uranium requirement for <i given 
reactor, fuel and operating performance. 

?.. aetter fuel utilization 
At present attention is devoted to improve fuel utilization 

in WWER reactors. Electric energy generation cost may be reduced 
in the fuel part including both front and back end fuel cycle 
costs. Better fuel utilization foreseen for WWER reactors is made 
possible by 
- burnup extension, 
- fuel cycle elongation, 
- improved neutron balance in tne core and 
- reoptimisation of water-uranium ratio. 

The burnup extension is the most promising and relatively 
simple way to improve fuel utilization. Results of the economic 
optimization will be described in detail in the following 
chapters. Four years cycles already adapted for WWER-440 show 
10-12% reduction in the fuel cycle costs and 10-15% savings in 
natural uranium consumption. Three years cycles of WWER-1000 
leads to 15% reduction of both; costs and uranium consumption. 

For further burnup extension using of cycle length off 18+24 
month is possible. 

Under development is replacement of stainless steel components 
of fuel assembly with Zr alloys with lower content of Hf :'.n Zr. 
This reduction of neutron absorption could reduce urf.nium 
consumption by 3-7% for WWER-440 and by a-12% for WWER-1000. 

Implementation of low leakage reloading pattern may decreas 
natural uranium consumption by 4-5% and additionally reduce the 
neutron fluence in the reactor vessel. The first preliminary 
estimation of water-uranium ratio optimization shows possible 2% 
savings in uranium consumption. 



J2 3. Burnup optimization 
The total fuel cycle cost depends on several cost parameters, 

which will reflect the variation with burnup. Some paraaeters have 
strong influence on the absolute cost level but have a little 
effect on relative cost benefit of a increasing burnup. Other 
parameters result in considerable cost advantages in extending 
burnup. 

Proper burnup optimization is of a great importance because of 
considerable possible financial advantages or losses. Detailed 
burnup optimization of WWER reactors was performed within IAEA 
"Water reactor Extended Burnup Study (WREBUS)" [2],[3]. The 
economic method of discounted revenue requirement approach was 
applied to obtain levelised power cost over an equilibrium fuel 
loading. The levelised cost is the ratio of sum of the present 
worth revenue requirements associated with the fuel to the present 
worth of power produced. Power is assumed to be produced 
continuously over the time between power shutdowns for reloading. 

Required enrichment as a function of the burnup is a results 
of neutron calculation for out-in fuel management scenario 
(fig.l). In-core fuel management is optimized for uniform power 
distribution but not from point of view fuel utilization. 

The optimization was performed for both types of WWER reactors 
with fixed cycle length; 12 and 18 months for WWER-440 and It 
months cycle for WWER-1000. 

Enrichment {%) 
7 
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3 
2 
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Burnuo CMWd/kgU) 
— — TVER 440 12 months 
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— * - TVER 1000 12 months 
Pig.l. Enrichment vs. Burnuo 

The fuel cycle costs were calculated not only with the common 
economic data presented in following table 1, but also with 
perturbations some of them within their realistically predicted 
uncertainty. 

Table 1. Common economic input parameters 

Parameter 
Discount rate, % 
U feed cost, S/kg U 
UF conversion, S/kg U 
Enrichment, S/kg U 
Fuel fabrication, S/kg U 
Net backend cost, S/kg U 
Tails assay, % 
Operating load factor 
Re-fueling shutdown, days 
U purchase lead time, years 
Enrichment lead time, years 
Fabrication lead time, years 
Conversion losses, t 
Fabrication losses, % 

Bases value 
5 

65 
8 

110 
250 
400 

0 25 
0 90 

45 
1 0 
0 75 
0 50 
0 5 
1 5 

The net backend cost is assumed to apply at time of fuel 
discharge. 

From results of WWER-440 calculation follows, that the fuel 
cycle costs for the 12 months cycle give optimum burnup for almost 
all economic conditions in the range from 50 to 65 MWd/kg with 
very low incentives to increase burnup above 50 MWd/kg with the 
only exception of increasing lackend cost to 800 or 1600 S/kg. In 
this case burnups of 60 MWd/kg or more are attractive. 
Approximately the same situation is for 13 months cycle; optimum 
burnup is by 5HWd/kg higher and again with very low incentives to 
burnup increasing above S3 MWd/kg except high backend cost 
conditions. 

For the WWER-1000 fuel cycle costs give optimum above 70 
MWd/kg for almost all economic conditions. For increased backend 
costs condition there are again more strong incentives to increase 
burnup even more 60 MWd/kg. 

For the base set of input economic parameters the composition 
of the fuel cycle costs for the WWER-1000 is shown in fig.2 and 
for two other cases (WWER-440 with 12 and 18 month cycles) has the 
same form. 

The analysis performed with perturbed input economic data 
shows, that only change of discount rate (10*) and backend costs 
(800 S/kg or 1600 $/kg) has the considerable influence on the 
value of optimum burnup. The increased value of discount rate (see 
fig.4) shifts the optimum burnup to lower values. The increased 
backend costs sharply rise incentives to increase burnup for above 
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60 MWd/kg. From performed analysis results relatively large 
economic incentives to increase batch average burnup to the value 
of 60 MWd/kg due to above all decreasing backend costs with burnup 
increasing. 

4. Backend costs 
Previous results of burnup optimization emphasised the 

important role of good knowledge of backend cost for good 
evaluation of both absolute value of the fuel cycle costs and 
optimum value of average burnup. There are no first rate and 
verified backend fuel cycle cost up to now. For the nearest future 
it is necessary to determine in detail the level of these costs 
and their nature. It means to determine the functional 
relationship between the costs and burnup or other on burnup 
dependent characteristics. Now almost all nuclear countries avoid 
dependence of backend costs on burnup or burnup related 
characteristics and backend costs are expressed as burnup 
independent values in the range of 400 - 2000 $/kg spent fuel. 
Only in the United States and Sweden on the basis of political 
governmental decision utilities pay taxes to public treasury (i.e 
backend fuel costs) according to power generation in the nuclear 
fuel. 

Backend costs related to mass or volume of the discharging 
spent fuel create a different economics conditions for evaluation 



of the optimum value of burnup in comparison with linear 
dependence of th. backend costs on burnup. The later approach do 
not make main basis for economic incentives to burnup extension to 
the range of 50 -60 MWd/kg. It is clear, that problems connected 
with the fuel ~ycle backend are very complex ones with many 
complicated mut'ial relations covering not only technical, economic 
and safety aspects of nuclear power industry but also political 
and social conditions. Nevertheless for the design of future 
nuclear power stations and for better utilization of operating 
plants relatively good estimation of backend costs is necessary. 
The clearing up of principal problems of backend fuel economy is 
important for the decision on implementation of new advanced 
technologies for water reactors above all light water convertors. 
The fixed costs applied to mass (kg u) prefer burnup extension and 
consequently less close core lattice and lower conversion ratio. 

a. Technical and safety aspects 

Theoretical analyses of economic incentives to extended burnup 
are based on the assumption that no major technical issues or 
problems impede the extension of burnup within the range studied. 
This principal assumption is necessary to establish whether or not 
economic incentives to increase burnup exist. 

The technical aspects of first steps taken to increase WWER 
burnup to 40 - 50 MWd/kg 0 have been solved [5]. More than 200 
WWER-1000 fuel rods have been tested for the three - years *ue' 
cycles [5] in the MR reactor under the operation conditions of 
WWER-1000 up to 78 MWd/kg. The tests have shown an insignificant 
increase of the diameter of the fuel cladding and their length in 
the end of core lifetime. The tests have also shown that change in 
the fuel element geometry isn't a limiting factor for burnup 
extension with optimally chosen pressure, filling gas (helium), 
fuel - cladding gap size and size of the plenum. 

The diameter of the central hole in the fuel pellet is 
determined i»y the linear load below which no significant grain 
growth occurs and the size of central hole does not decrease. Use 
of the pellets with the 2.4 ma hole diameter in the WWER-1000 fuel 
elements designed for the three years cycle makes it possible to 
predict that the free volume in the fuel will remain also at 
higher burnup. 

A large number of the fuel assemblies was tested in WWER-1000 
and results have shown that corrosion and fretting corrosion do 
not limit increase of the fuel burnup [5]. Examination of the fuel 
elements irradiated in the MR reactor under the conditions similar 
to those of the WWER-1000 operation has revealed, that the 
zirconium oxide film thickness did not exceed 3 mm independently 
of the burnup. The hydrogen content in the cladding of the 
irradiated fuel element (0.008%) exceed slightly the starting 
value of 0.002%. 

Due to high linear loads of the WWER-1000 fuel elements the 
gas release may reach about 50%. For the higher burnups it is 

important to keep the relative volume of plenum to about 0.3. Then 
in the end of fuel element lifetime the fission gas pressure on 
the cladding is balanced by the coolant pressure. An urgent 
problem is verification of the codes for assessment of gas release 
from the fuel applied to fuel burnups higher than 60 MWd/kg. 

The negative incidence has burnup extension on possibility of 
primary circuit contamination by defect fuel elements. Under 
higher burnup operational conditions it seems to be necessary to 
change present - day limits determining maximum admissible number 
of defective fuel elements. There ate methods in Czechoslovak 
nuclear power plants for optimization of the operation and the 
checking of fuel elements state [4). Fuel element expert system 
PES optimizes thermal output of reactor from point of view 
probability of fuel element cladding failure and continuous 
gamma-spectrometry with code PEPA enables continuous quantitative 
evaluation of fuel elements cladding state. 

On the basis of safety studies carried out in nuclear 
industrial countries aren't expected qualitatively new phenomena 
in connection with the higher burnup and there ire no safety 
problems of principle nature, but it is necessary considerably 
larqe amount of Ra effort especially for licensing and for 
actualization of NPP operational procedure. 

6. Conclusions 
There are several possible ways reducing fuel cycle costs for 

WWER reactors. Burnup extension from the present-day value of 
about 40 MWd/kg to 60 MWd/kg is the most effective alternative. 
The second effective way is fuel cycle length elongation in 
particular with simultaneous extension of burnup. 

In Czechoslovak NPPs is under implementation burnup extension 
to 40 - 45 MWd/kg loading to four years cycles for WWER-440. Fuel 
rod reliability was demonstrated in both experimental and 
commercial reactors. No major technical problems are known, which 
would prevent additional extension of burnup up to 60 MWd/kg for 
WWER reactor. Compared to PWRs operating at the high coolant 
temperatures and using Zircaloy cladding corrosion and fretting 
corrosion don't limit the value of permissible burnup. 

Results of detailed economic analysis shows undoubted 
incentives to increase average burnup of discharging fuel to about 
60 MWd/kg; mainly due to reduction in backend component of total 
fuel cycle costs. This is not valid only for the high backend 
costs but even if the lowest estimation (400 S/kg) is supposed. 

The most important determinants of the economic benefits of 
burnup extension are backend costs and discount rate; backend 
costs are much more important than the discount rate. Because of 
wide range of the present-day backend costs values more 
investigations and analyses are required to determine more 
precisely the nature and level of these costs. 

The method of evaluation of backend fuel cycle costs raay very 
strongly influence the attitude towards advanced water reactors 
and may have the principle role in the choice of basic design 
parameters of the light water convertor. 
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REFUELLING OUTAGE OPTIMIZATION 

R. MOKKA 
Teollisuuden Voima Oy, 
Ollciluoto, Finland 

Abstract 

The Teollisuuden Volma Oy (TVO) operates tvo 710 HW nuclear power plant 
units In Olklluoto on the west coast of Finland. TVO I was connected to the 
national arid in 1978 and TVO II In 1980. The price of the produced 
e l e c t r i c i t y la depending on the capacity factor of the plant. In order to 
avoid unplanned shutdowns and to operate at a high eff ic iency a food condition 
monitoring and an effect lv» maintenance are needed. In this paper the 
development of the main maintenance period of the plant and the refuel l ing 
outage are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

TVO ( T e o l l i s u u d e n Voima Oy) o p e r a t e s two 710 MW 
n u c l e a r power p l a n t u n i t s in O l k i l u o t o on t h e 
west coast o f F i n l a n d . The p l a n t s have been 
s u p p l i e d by t h e Swedish company ABB ATOM Ab 
( e a r l i e r ASEA ATOM A b ) . 

TVO I was c o n n e c t e d to t h e n a t i o n a l g r i d in 
1978 and TVO I I i n 1 9 8 0 . O p e r a t i n g t ime (on 
l i n e ) for TVO I i s 8 9 0 0 0 hours and f o r TVO [ I 
77000 h o u r s . 

The p r i c e o f t h e produced e l e c t r i c i t y is to a 
h i g h d e g r e e d e p e n d i n g on the c a p a c i t y f a c t o r o f 
the p l a n t . I n o r d e r to a v o i d u n p l a n n e d shutdowns 
and to o p e r a t e a t a h i g h e f f i n c i e n c y a good c o n 
d i t i o n m o n i t o r i n g and an e f f e c t i v e m a i n t e n a n c e 
a r e n e e d e d . In t h e f o l l o w i n g t h e d e v e l o p m e n t o f 
t h e main m a i n t e n a n c e p e r i o d of the p l a n t , t h e 
r e f u e l l i n g o u t a g e , w i l l be d e s c r i b e d . 

PLANT AVAILABIL ITY 

The c a p a c i t y f a c t o r s o f TVO I and I I p l a n t s have 
been between 80 and 90 % s i n c e 1 9 8 3 , f i g u r e 1 . 
The p l a n t s were u p r a t e d in 1984 by 8 %. The main 
p o s i t i o n o f u n a v a i l a b i l i t y is caused by r e f u e l l i n g 
o u t a g e , f i g u r e 2 . 
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FIG. 1. Electricity production (TWh net) and capacity factors {%) ot TVO I and TVO II from 
1983 to 1989. 
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The amount of outside contractors has increased 
and the total amount of manhours has been on the 
same level altough the length of the outage has 
decreased during the 1980's (figure 4 ) . The 
maximum amount of personnel from contractor is 
about 900 and of own personnel involved in the 
outage 300. 

TVO 1 

BS 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 
FIG. 2. Annual unavailability. 

90 

On the critical path of an outage the tasks will 
be done in three shifts also during weekends. 
TVO have been succesfull In getting skillful and 
experienced people for key positions outage 
after outage (figure 5). Most of the TVO staff 
has been with the company from the beginning and 
the turnover is low. 
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FIG. 4. TVO I and II outages (working hours/length of outages). 
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FIG. 5. Contractor paraonoal (outage experience 1990). 



5g OUTAGE PLANNING AND CONTROL 
The planning of outage must be carried out in 
detail regarding to schedule and costs as well 
as to the actual task to be done. 
There are some 2000 separate tasks to be done 
during the annual outage at each plant unit. 
Tasks repeatea annually or every second or third 
year comprise a substantial part of tasks to be 
done during the annual outage. Experience of 
such tasks, such as manhours, optimum manpower, 
need for spare parts etc., are stored in a com
puter for future use. 

Sporadic or once-only tasks or tasks to be done 
for the first time, of which there is no 
previous experience, are planned in detail and 
the amount of work carefully estimated. This is 
particularly true for large modifications, 
implemented simultaneously and largely within 
the annual maintenance schedule, such as con
denser retubing and backfitting of piping. 
Preparation of all scheduled tasks is made as 
far as possible before the outage. Spare parts, 
material and equipment requirements are esti
mated. Staff is assigned and briefed for each 
task. A work order in writing is compiled in 
good time. The work order/work permit system is 
computeri zed. 
Figure 6 shows a typical main schedule of an 
outage. 
A computerbased outage management system assists 
in giving real-time information about the status 
of all tasks which are started or finished or 
waiting for inspections or tests etc. 
The task on the critical path is followed very 
carefully and if deviations from "lanned 
schelude occure, new timing can be given also 
for the rest of the tasks. Figure 7 shows a 
typical followup of the critical path. 

EFFECIENCY OF OUTAGE ACTIVITIES 

Large repairs and modifications are the major 
risk of the plant availability and the length of 
outage. The design of the plant, carefull opera
tion and proper condition monitoring are the 
main reasons why serious plant defencies have 
been avoided. Ouring 2-3 weeks outages TVO has 

FIG. 6. R290 main schedule. 
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been able to follow its maintenance philosophy -
to keep both units in modern, uptodate condition 
in order to avoid unplanned shutdowns and to 
ope.ate both units at a high availability and 
efficiency. 
During ten years of operation many design and 
procedure improvements have been done to utilize 
every outage minute. In the following the main 
improvements are listed: 

fuel handling equipment improvements 
auxliary bridge 
equipment for external rpv-inspections 
replacement components 
hydraulic turbir» coupling bolts 
cassette insulations and permanent 
working platforms 
advanced outage planning system 
utilization of computer i>ased 
maintenance system 
integration of activities and safety 
measures to bigger packages 
organizating of special projects 
"revision bonus* 
optimation of preventive maintenance 
more preventive maintenance works 
during plant operation 
development of predective maintenance 

The length of the outage is decreased from 5 
weeks (5 - 10 years ago) to today's 2 weeks 
(figure a ) . 

HEALTH PHYSICS 

Figure 9 shows the development of the total 
radiation dose to the annual refuelling and 
revision staff (both TVO's own and external). 
The level is still very low compared to world
wide statistics. There is however a slowly 
rising trend, which may be attributed to plant 
aging. The low general dose level, however, is 
mainly due to excellent fuel performance. As TVO 
operates the reactors mainly for base load 
production, stresses on the fuel are minimized. 
The remarkable cleanliness of the TVO plant 
units also contributes to low overall doses. 
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TVC*s total turnover is about 1500 million FIM. 
Operational costs except fuel costs are about 
400 million FIN. Outage costs are about 20 % of 
this sum. The development of outage costs is 
shown in figure 10. 

TWO has succeeded to keep the price of the 
electricity produced at its two power plant 
units at a level of 30 USD throughout the 80's 
(figure H ) . 
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DYNAMIC SIMULATION IN NUCLEAK 
POWER PLANT DESIGN 

A. LAUKIA, M. KOMSI, M. LIUA 
Imatran Voima Oy, 
Helsinki, Finland 

Abstract 

Complicated process and control systems with lot of Interconnections are 
typical for all big proceaa plants. The especially high standard of safety In 
nuclear power plants makes It very Important that the safety Impacts of all 
subsystems are studied carefully. 

This paper describes a new dynamic simulation system, AFROS which is 
developed for the design of complicated proceaa systems. The plans how the 
AFROS system would be used in the potential new nuclear power plant project In 
Finland are diacuased. Some experiencea from the use of the system in the 
design of changes at the existing plants are also reported. 

The paper describes also a uaer-friendly modular plant analyser, HFA 
which Is being developed on the basis of AFROS. The aim Is that HPA will be 
validated to be uaed for licencing analyses, replacing more clumsy codes. 

1 
Advanced design tools in reduction of plant costs 

A nuclear power plant is a complicated process, it 
consists of a huge am- jnt of component*, and their 
interconnections. Engineering of such < process is 
quite a demanding task, especially becauie the plant 
has to be designed to operate safely, reliably, and 
economically for a period of tens of years. 

It is natural that the nuclear plant designers need 
good and advanced systems to manage the enormous 
amount of data in order to achieve good result in 
their work, with such tools they can evaluate 
different design alternatives, optimize the costs, 
and even analyze the safety impacts of the 
alternative designs. 



The modern computer technology has enabled to 
develop also effective engineering aids systems. 
The new powerful workstations and parallel data 
processing technology allow now to combine process 
design, safety analysis, and cost evaluation in the 
sane tool. 

2 
Advanced process simulator APROS 

The Finnish power utility company Imatran Voima 
(IVO) together with the Technical Research Center of 
Finland (VTT) has developed a modern, general 
purpose process simulator system, APROS. The system 
is modular based and ^ivamic, and it suits to 
modelling of all kind of energy processes. Its main 
application fields are process and control system 
engineering, safety analysis, and training. 

The APROS process model is defined graphically, a 
full screen editor being used to set up the process 
diagram of component modules. The components can be 
picked up from the APROS library, or the user can 
define his own modules. The control systems can 
also be attached to the process in the same way. 
The graphic user interface has been designed to 
provide a user friendly way of communication with 
the APROS simulator. The basic idea has been to 
minimize the typing errors and misinterpretation. 
All names and values are given only once while all 
connections can be made graphically. 

The simulation results can be viewed on the 
workstation screen both as numerical values and as 
graphs. At present, six sets of graphs can 
simultaneously exist on the screen. One of them 
shows typically the long-term behaviour of the 
system while the others provide more actual data. 
All the necessary data can be stored in files and 
viewed on the screen or plotted on the printer. A 
typical outlook of the APROS usee interface is shown 
in Figure 1. 

Use of APROS in the nuclear plant projects 

Simulator based systems can be used extensively 
during the design of a nuclear power station. They 
are useful already in the conceptual design phase 
when the technology and plant concept is defined. 

FIGURE 1. APROS user interCact 

The simulator can be used to verify the 
compatibility of the different design field*. 
Comparison with the different design* will be done 
as well, like value analysis of the option*. 

APROS can be used also to specify and design the 
control systems and instrumentation of the plant. 
The extent of the automation can be decided easier, 
and the process-controls entity can be optimized. 
Also the electrical system design will benefit from 
APROS. 



Process lay-out alternatives can be e aluated with 
APROS because it takes the pipe lengt; and height 
difference into consideration. Likewise, safety 
analyses can be conducted and procedures defined 
before with the help of a full scale simulation 
code. 
When the configuration of the entire plant has been 
defined, APROS can be used to tune the controllers 
before commissioning. This makes the first start-up 
faster and smoother, and also reduces the stress to 
structures, thus decreasing the future maintenance 
costs. 

The APROS application areas are shown in Figure 2. 

Safety analyses with APROS 
The safety aspects can be checked during the design 
process if an updated dynamic simulation model is 
available. Therefore IVO and VTT are developing now 
a modular plant analyzer, MPA on the basis of APROS. 
The aim is to have a verified code for licensing 
purposes. MPA will have a 3-D reactor model, a 
containment model with ice-condenser features, and 
six equation thermohydraulics. 

Thermal-hydraulic analyses of plant behaviour during 
transients and postulated accident conditions are 
calculated with conservative assumptions concerning 
the availability of the safety system components. 
The results are presented in a safety analysis 
report when licensing a nuclear power plant. 
Realistic thermal-hydraulic analyses of the same 

- _ cases are needed in the probabilistic safety studies 
and also when all kind of operational instructions 
are prepared. 

5 
Use of the simulator during the plant operation 

After having made a comprehensive simulator code 
during the design of the power station, the code can 
be used for training. The operators can drill the 
operation already before the plant start-up. Their 
feedback can even effect on the control room 
instrumentation. 

The simulator can be used to formulate the normal 
and emergency operation procedures. It will be 
valuable in testing and evaluating the back-fittings 
and process modification designs. 
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Experiences of the use of APROS in Loviisa plant 
The Loviisa nuclear power plant model, based on 
APROS has been recently used to evaluate the 
consequences of the feedwater line pipe break and to 
determine the temperature shock for the ultimate 
heat sink chain in a case of higher containment sump 
water temperature. 

The pipe break incident could be afterwards 
reconstructed and run using a great variety of 
alternative operation sequences. This enabled us to 
evaluate "what-if" cases. This has given direct 
feedback to the operation and emergency procedures 
of Loviisa plant, and is also a new aspect to 
operator training. 

This APROS model now enables us to study pipe break 
effects along the whole feedwater system to detect 
possible problem cases. This is very useful for 
updating of manuals and procedures. 

The analysis of the ultimate heat sink behaviour 
concluded to better understanding of the process 
behaviour under transient conditions. Simple heat 
balance calculations would have given too 
conservative results. The mor realistic results 
makes us convinced that no backfittings are needed 
for intermediate cooling and service water cooling 
systems. It also means that there's no need to 
replace emergency core cooling and containment spray 
system pumps. 



The most acute APROS application for Loviisa studies 
is a comprehensive modelling of the plant auxiliary 
steam control system to enhance the reliability and 
operability of the turbine plant in different 
loading situations. Our aim is to optimize this 
closed loop control system, and thus improve 
automatic transient management. This will directly 
lead to a lower turbine shut-down probability. 

CANDU 3 - MODULARIZATION 
M.J. McASKIE 
C A N D U Operations, 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, 
Mississauga, Ontario, 
Canada 

Abstract 

The CANDU 3 Heavy Water Reactor 1* the neveat design developed by AECL 
CANDU. It haa aet aa • major objective, the achievement of •lcniflcant 
reduction* in both coat and schedule over prevlou* design*. The baalc 
conatructlon atracecy la to incorporate extenalve modularization of the plant 
In order to parallel the civil and mechanical lnatallatlon work*. Thl* 
result* In a target 38 month conatructlon schedule from flrat concret* to 
ln-aervlce compared to 68 montha for the Wolaong-1 CAKDU 6 actually achieved 
and the 54 montha enviaaged for an Improved CAKDU 6. 

Thia paper describe* the module concepta that have been developed and 
explain* hov they contribute to the overall conatruction program and achieve 
the deaired coat and schedule tartet* set for the CAltDU 3. 

1. BACKGROUND 
In 1982, AECL started looking at the basic requirements for the next 
generation ol reactor designs to follow up on the CANDU 6 which, together 
with the Ontario Hydro program had been the main product of the 1970's. 
After the initial studies, a small multi-discipline project team was established 
to develop concepts which would meet the overall requirements and prepare 
preliminary cost estimates and project schedules. 

Following completion of their work, which showed that the CANDU 3 was 
technically feasible and that the cost and schedule were competitive with a 
similar sized coal-fired plant, AECL committed to proceed with the detailed 
design of the CANDU 3. This work was started in April 1988 and is about half 
way through the standard plant design program. 



The major features of the implementation strategy are : 
• Pre-engineering such that 95% of the engineering will be complete by 

first concrete 
• Up front licensing to reduce the regulatory risk 
• Division of the engineering into two pans. Standard Product Design 

(SPD) and Site Specific (SS). The SPD covers a generic plant which is 
designed to enveloping conditions and can be used with the minimum of 
changes on a number of sites. The SS work is the additional work to 
complete the project for a specific site. 

• Preselection by suppliers to provide tor an early commitment of detailed 
engineering information. 

• Open top construction using a very heavy lift crane and extensive 
modularization 

• Maximize modular construction and prefabrication of components. 

Figures 1 A 2 show the overall station layout for the Standard Product on a 
generic site. 
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66 2. PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The overall requirements which have been set for the CANDU 3 are : 

• Enhanced plant safety 

• Utilization of proven technologies and concepts 

• 100 year plant operating life 

• S4% lifetime capacity factor 

• Any maior rehabilitation within a 90 day outage and all components that 
cannot 'as! ICO years to be easily replaceable 

• 50% reduction in man-renVMW(e) 

• 38 month construction schedule for the first unit reducing to 30 months 
for later units 

• Easily adaptable to site and client requirements 
• Energy competitive with coaMired stations. 

3. CONSTRUCTION STRATEGY 

a) Minimize construction schedule to reduce interest and overhead costs 

b) A construction schedule to be competitive with alternative energy 
systems and hence maintain the CANDU 3 as an option where the 
ordering of power plants is delayed as long as possible 

c) .Reduce risks to the construction schedule 

d) Minimize on-site construction work/maximize factory in-shop work 

e) Minimize construction costs 

These construction objectives cannot be met if they are not considered as an 
integral part ot the design process. Consequently the CANDU 3 team has 
included from the beginning, construction specialists as key mempers of the 
organization. They provide an ongoing input to the development of the concepts 
and: to the detailed design. 

The following basic principles were established to guide the design team: 

a) Provide maximum access for Construction and equipment istallation 
b) Simplify the Reactor Butlding Internals, for example the CANDU 3 nas 62% 

of the concrete required for the CANDU 6 and only 37% of the formwork 
c) Minimize the number of components, the size of the reactor permits a 50% 

reduction from previous CANDUs for Steam generators, coolant pumps, 
fuelling machines, etc. but there is also a significant reduction in process 
piping and components. 

d) Simplify equipment installation by eliminating highly complex and precision 
activities. This has been achieved through component prefabrication and 
system modularization. 

e) Maximize Shop Fabrication and Modularization which will be discussed in 
detail ir. the next section. 

f) Separa>3 Qualified Systems and Structures, eg. locate safety and safety 
support systems in a qualified area which is physically separate from those 
systems that do not require qualification. 

g) Provide well defined construction interfaces which will allow the design and 
construction of the principle buildings and their contents to be readily 
allocated to different organizations. 

The construction methods and techniques include "open top" construction for 
the Reactor Building, utilizing a very heavy lift crane to install large pieces of 
equipment and modules. 

Composite Steel/Concrete walls anc slabs are used on the modules to reduce 
the weight of modules for lifting ana installation. 

4. MODULARIZATION 

4.1 Definitions, 

We have defined a module as a structural steel frame containing one or 
more systems and floor levels and weighing up to 500 tonnes. We also 
consider skid mounted assemblies made up of equipment and piping as 
modules; these typically do not exceed about 20 tonnes. 

Other large pieces of equipment such as Steam Generators, Calandria 
Shieid Tank, Fuelling Machine carriage etc are not considered as modules; 
however they are subject to the same considerations for handling and 
lifting, with the very heavy lift crane and will be discussed as part of the 
construction schedule and sequences. 

4.2 Modularization Options 

AECL has looked at a number of modularization schemes in conjunction 
with experienced module manufacturers in Canada and Europe. These 
include the medium sized modules (up to 500 tonnes) which are the basis 
ot the reference plant design; and Large Scale Modules of whole buildings 
weighing up to 12,000 tonnes. Our studies indicate that both schemes are 
technically feasible and meet the cost and schedule objectives. To retain 
the maximum flexibility for potential site locations the design is proceeding 
on the basis of the medium size modules, however the plant layout and 
configuration is such that it could be readily adapted to Large Scale 
Modules if circumstances permit. 



The medium sized modules are too large to be transported to the site by 
road or rail, and they need water access if they are built off site. However, 
they can be built on site and this is the reference approach for the Standard 
Plant Design so that inland sites with limited water access can be utilized. 

The Large Scale Modularization scheme is based upon all manufacturing 
work being dene off site in a shipbuilding or off-shore rig building facility. 
It therefore requires water access at both ends. 

Our studies on Largs Scale Modules have been carried out in conjunction 
with Grootmt of the Netherlands who have successfully adapted their 
modularization knowhow from off shore oil platforms, refineries, etc. to the 
CANDU 3 and demonstrated the feasibility and the cost and schedule 
benefits of this approach. 

The studies for the medium size modu l r ; were done in conjunction with the 
Saint John Shipbuilding Co. in New Brunswick, Canada and also 
demonstrated the feasibility and cost and schedule benefits of this 
approach. 

4.3 The Reference Modules 

There are a total of 14 modules identified in the Reactor Building. These 
are listed in Table 1 with a brief description of their contents and dimensions. 
There are an additional 8 modules in the remainder of the NSP, mostly skid 
mounted. These are listed in Table 2. 

In general, the modules are designed to be as large as possible to minimize 
the number ot interconnects that have to be made after they are installed 
in the Reactor Building. Also since the modules will be installed through the 
top of the Reactor Building, they are generally designed as a vertical section 
of the builairtg to avoid stacking one on top of the other. This provides the 
maximum flexibility of installation sequences. 

A nominal installation clearance cf 200 mm between modules ar d adjacent 
structures has been used. This includes the allowance for normal 
construction tolerances for concrete and structural steel as well as for 
vertically of module during installation. 

The maximum module weight of 500 tonnes has been established by the 
availability ot Very Heavy Lift cranes, Such as the Lampson Transi Lift II LTL 
1200, a number of which are available in various parts of the world. 

Module RM 20 is the largest of ail the modules in tne Reactor Building and 
will be desenbed as a good representative example of our approach. Fig. 3 
shows the overall arrangement of this module together with the major 
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TABLE 1 
MODULE LIST FOR THE REACTOR BUILDING 

MODULE 

NO DESCRIPTION L x v V x H 
Afjprax Dimensions(m) 

RM10 Structural Module "A" Side Irom Base Slab to elev I IS 2m 
(D 2 0 Purification, HPECC Valve Station, HVAC equipment 

2 8 x 8 x 19 
150 t 

RM20 Structural Module "B" side. (Moderator HX & Pumps. SDC, 
Moderator Liquid Poison, ON Monitoring, HT Pressure and 
Inventory Control, GFP System) 

22 x IB x tp 
475 t 

RM40 Structural Module "D" Side F/M Auxiliaries. D 2 0 Valve 
Station, Floors a! elev 115.1 m and 122.5m, HVAC 
equipment 

12.X1QX22 
100 t 

RM50 Slructural Module "D" Side LISS equipment 8x2x '4 
20 1 

RM51 

1 
Skid Mounted Module "D" side at elev 111 7m Moderator j 9 » 2, x 3 
Cover Gas ; '0 1 

RM52 Skid Mounted Module "D" side at elev 100 0m Annulus 
Gas System 

6 x 1 J_3 
i O t 

RMS0 Assembly Module inlet Vault Feeder Header Frame & 
Insulation Cabinet #1 

6 i 3,4. Q 3 
50 t 

RM61 Assembly Module inlet Vault Feeder Header Frame & 
Insulation Cabinet #2 

5 * 3 4 » 1 3 
50 t 

RM62 Assembly Vic Jule Outlet Vault Feeder Header Frame i : 7 * 6 x 1 3 
Insulation Cabinet #1 i 64 1 

RM63 'Assembly Module Outlet Vault Feeaer Header Frame & | 7 x 6 J: 13 
) Insulation Cabinet »2 ) 641 

RM64 'Assembly Module HT Pump #1 Shiekj Floor & 
j Suction/Discharge Line Portion & Assembly HT Pump #2. 
[Shield Floor & Suction/Discnarge Une Portion 

11 x 4 x 3 
60 t 

RM70 Assembly Module Boilers. Pressunzer Bleed Condenser 
Support Frame 

' 3 * H x \ 
2001 

RM80 Structural Module "A" side above elev 115 Im (HT Pump 
Motor Suppons, HVAC equipment) 

17 x I 4 < 1 5 
1001 

RM 80 j Structural Module Dome Ur.er plus reinforcing steel 1 36, dia. x 18 high 
j | 2301 * Rebar 400t max. 

The main loading oeanng members are hollow st^el walls which support 
structural steel and composite structural steel floors, The total thickness of 
steel wails and composite floors is determined by the shielding 
requirements during operation and they will be filed with concrete at site 
after installation. The steel for these structures is designed to withstano all 
loads during construction including shipping and handling and the dry 
weight of ail installed equipment. After they have been filled with concrete 



TABLE 2 

MODULE LIST FOR REACTOR AUXILIARY BUILDING 
AND GRuUP 2 SERVICE BUILDING 

NO. DESCRIPTION 

AM 20 Mam Sieam Safety Valve Manifold 

AM 30 
AM 31 
AM 32 

Snield cooling 
IF Bay cooling 
New Fuel platform 

AM 40 

AM 41 

ECC HX's and valve manifold • G2FW 
pumps, valves and piping 
ECC pump support and suction piping 

AM 50 
AM 51 

Gf 2 HSW valve manitod 
Gr l HCW manifold 

and attached to the internal structure, credit will be taken for composite 
action to withstand all of the design basis loads including seismic, live loads, 
differential pressures and temperatures, etc. 

All of the mechanical equipment, piping and insulation will be installed 
during the manufacturing phase, together with cable trays, conduit, panels, 
junction boxes, lighting and local wiring, etc. All painting will also be 
complete. 

Nan s ta tu ra l shielding will be included in the form of hollow steel structures 
which will be filied with concrete at site after installation. 

There is a total of about 670 cu meters of concrete to be placed in this 
module after installation. This concrete will be pumped into place using 
concrete distribution pipes built permanently into the forms. This will 
minimize the risk of damage to installed equipment. Note that this is the only 
module with such a large amount of concrete, two other modules require 
concrete, the maximum being 40 cu meters for the floor of the Fuelling 
Machine Auxiliaries Module. 

The steel walls will be attached to the main internal structure by welding a 
filler piece between the vertical ends of the walls and embedments in the 
concrete. This work can be done from inside the structure since the walls 
are a minimum of 1.0 m thick. 

The piping an-1 tubing which penetrates the adjacent concrete wall will be 
connected by a field weld located inside the module at a convenient spot 
to allow adequate room for welding NDE, etc. There are a total of 
approximately 70 connections to be made at ihe periphery of this module. 
The piping connections vary in size from 20 inch to 3/4 inch diameter 
together with tubing for the DN monitoring system. 

Cable trays and conduit will be run to the periphery of the module. There 
are approximately 250 cables to be pulled into or through this module after 
installation. 

FIGURES STRUCTURAL MOOULE RM20 (Moderator HX$ and pumps, 
SOC HXs and pumps, moderator poison) 
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FIGURE 4 REACTOR BUILDING - SECTION 

Light temporary enclosures of sheet metal or similar material will be used 
to protect the modules during shipment up to the time they will be lifted into 
position. Where sea shipment is involved, then more elaborate protection 
wtil be provided. 

S. CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCES AND SCHEDULE 
In this section. I will focus on the Reactor Building Construction, which is 
where the impact of modularization is the greatest with the result that it is no 
longer on the critical path for the Project. That honour now belongs to the 
Turbine Building and the main control centre. 

5.1 Construction Sequences 

The Reactor Building containment (Fig. 4) is a steel lined reinforced 
concrete structure, with the steel liner serving as the inside formwork for the 

concrete pour. We have a choice of pouring it before, in parallel or after the 
internal concrete (Fig. 5). The preterred route is after, except where we 
have a hostile climate where it may be preferable to quickly build the walls 
and provide a temporary cover to provide protection for the work inside. 

The steel liner for the dome will be fabricated at ground level and will be lifted 
into place, together with the reinforcing steel after all of the modules and 
equipment have been placed into the Reactor Building. 

ASSEMILEO VIEW EmOOCO VIEW 

FIGURE S REACTOR BUILDING INTERNAL CONCRETE STRUCTURE 
ASSEMBLED AND EXPLODED VIEWS 



7 | The first major component to be installed is the Calandria Shield Tank 
Assembly (CSTA) which is lowered down through the boiler box onto the 
base slab. It is then moved sideways into its final position and attached to 
its support pads. The Shield Tank Extension is then lowered into position 
and welded to the CSTA (Fig. 6). These two steps represent a significant 
improvement over previous CANDU designs since both vessels can be 
hydrostatically tested at the factory which simplifies and speeds up site 
work. 

FIGURE < REACTOR STRUCTURES ASSEMBLY 

The feeder header modules are then installed by lowering the outlet 
headers through the boiler box and the inlet headers through the opening 
which will later take the main Heat Transport System Pump Motor sets. The 
feeder/header modules are complete and include the insulation cabinet and 
instrumentation. On previous designs, all of the lower feeders were 
installed individually and welded to the upper feeders at site and took 
several months of time on the critical path. 

Once the feeder modules and Calandria Shield Tank Assembly are in 
position, work can start on the installation of the Fuel Channels (FCA). Each 
individual FCA is insened horizontally into the Reactor and welded into 
position using semi-automatic welding equipment. They are then 
mechanically attached to the feeder pipes using the traditional grayloc 
fittings. On previous CANOU's, the components that make up the Fuel 
Channel Assemblies were individually installed at site. The Fuel Channels 
are now a factory fabricated assembly which removes a large number of 
complex precision tasi-s from the construction site. 

The remainder of the modules and large components such as Steam 
Generators, pressurizers can now be installed. Since the module 
breakdown is vertically oriented, there is some flexibility in the sequence in 
which they can be placed in >ne Reactor Building. 
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FIGURE 7 CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE COMPARISON 
OF IMPROVED CAMOU f AND CANOU 3 



5.2 Schedule 

The major benefit ol modularization and component prefabrication is to 
allow trie civil works and mechanical installation to proceed in parallel. 
Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the improved CANDU 6 and the 
CANOU 3 construction schedule. The durations shown for each ol the 
major trade groups are consistent with past experience on the CANDU 6 
program taking into account the reduced number ot components and 
simplification of on site activities, particularly in the critical areas of Reactor 
installation. This schedule shows that module fabrication start 10 months 
before first concrete. For long delivery items, the first purchase orders need 
to be placed 18 months ahead of the start of module fabrication which 
results in a total project schedule of 66 months. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The CANDU 3 program established the reduction in construction schedule 
as a major objective. By incorporating modules and maximizing off site 
component fabrication into the basic design, the construction schedule from 
first concrete to in-service can be reduced by 30% from 54 months for an 
Improved CANOU 6 to 38 months for the CANOU 3. 

The detailed design work done to date has confirmed the feasibility of this 
approach. 
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COST REDUCTION IN THE ABB ATOM BWR 90 PROJECT 

B. L.6NNERBERG 
Reactor Division, 
ABB Atom AB. 
Vastcras, Sweden 

Abstract 

BWt 90 la a davalopaan*. of tha ABB Ato* dealin BWI 7J. The latter was 
realised in two plaata In Swalan, Foraaiark 1 and 2, and two rinnlth palnta, 
TVO 1 and II, and vat further brought to aaturlty in Forsaark 3 and Oakarahaan 
3, in optratlon ainca 1915/1916. 

Tha praaant papar la reviewing ona of tha Mia coal of tha projaet BWI 90 
which eonaiat in tha vaya how to rcduct eoata and facilitate a ahort 
construction tlea achedule 

BWR 90 is a development ot tha ABB Atom design BWR 75. Tht latter 
was realized in two plants in Sweden, Forsmark 1 and 2. and two 
Finnish plants. TVO I and II, and was further brought IO maturity in 
Forsmark 3 and Oskarshamn 3, in operation since 1985/1986. 

After delivery of Oskarshamn 3 in 1988 we started a study yl the 
design. The result ol this sludy is called BWR 90. The main goal ol the 
project BWR 90 was threefold 

to incorporate technological development 
to adapt to new salety requirements 
to reduce costs and facilitate a short construction lime schedule 

(Figure 1) 

In this presentation t will concentrate on the third item. Design 
considerations can be summarized as follows. 

The plant layout has been changed in several details. Figure 2 and 3. 

The salary-related parts have been concentrated to the immediate 
environment of the reactor building. This gives shorter pipe and 
cable connections to the reactor and those structures which have to be 
protected from ouier impacts, earthquake, airplane, etc, are 
collected in a smaller portion and so the protective means are 
cheaper. 



72 - The transport passage through the plant is narrower. The 
previous idea of wide passage lor the construction period has turned 
to the more adequate operational period requirements. The building 
volume is smaller, pipes and cables are shcier and this contributes 
to lower costs. Figure 4. 

A programmable control equipment has been introduced, which 
has allowed a decentralization ot all control components whicn are not 
directly needed in the control room. The control room can be made 
smaller and the reduced size of control components allows lor reduced 
volumes also in the control area in the process vicinity. Figure 5.1 
ana 5.2. 

The auxiliary power system is simplified. This is partly a result 
of the new control equipment, partly a result of process system 
changes and partly due to a review of the eiectric power concept. The 
number of voltage levels has been reduced. Figure 6. 

Further points implying cost reduction are: elimination of the 
core spray distribution pipes, figure 7, decreased capi i i ty of low 
pressure core injection system, iigure 3. reduction of the amount of 
pipe restraints in the reactor containment, figure 9, reduced 
redundancy in the ottgas system. The amount of penetrations in the 
containmen; has also been reduced. 

There are also areas which !ead to increased cosls. The most 
important one is related to the requirement on severe accident 
mitigation. To meet this requirement a core catcher pool and a 
containment filter system has been inserted. Ail our Swedish and both 
Finnish plants are backfitted with a filter system. Figure 9. 

Other areas, which have been observed in the development work, 
have given a decision not to change the design . Examples are: The 
emergency systems have been studied, both regarding the number of 
subdivisions - 4 x "50%" or 3 x "10C%" - and regarding the 
possibility of crossconnections between systems. In the first case 
there was very little cost benefit, but an impaired safety level, in the 
second case a certain cos! reduction can be obtained but the negative 
impact on safety system reliability is too big. Figure 3 

Also the existence of the boron system has been questioned. In our 
BWR design there is no situation in which the boron system fulfils a 
specified task, so removing the system would be natural. However, 
the verification necessary to convince the authorities is considered to 
require more resources than ihe system /alue. why it remains. 

We have experienced very good availability in our plants. Figure 10. 
In this respect our favourite customer is TVO who usually manage to 
finish the refuelling outage in two weeks time. Jnspite of this short 
time, design changes in order ;o further shorten the outaga are 
discussed. An increase can be made m the capacity ot the reactor 
shutdown cooling system to gain a few hours, in this area the 
investment cost comes in direct conflict with the operational costs. 
There are different viewpoints whether such an investment is cost-
effective. 

The result of this work is that in spite of increased rquirements and 
consequential additional equipment, it has been possible to reduce the 
total costs of the plant. The main savings lie with the reduced building 
volume. The reduction can be estimated to a few percent of the total 
investment. 

BWR 90 

Q-BjMlive 

Baste daatgn Foreman 3 and Oasarsttamn 3 

New safety and design criteria * .g cot* melt 
mit igat ion 

New types ot equipment e.g. computerized 
control systems 

Cost reduction tor competitiveness e g , reduced 
building volumes simplified eum'iary power 
systems 

FIG. 1. 

Olkiluoto 3, BWR 3300 

FIG. 2. Principal building arrangement. 
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FIG. 6. BWR 90: auxiliary power. 
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322 Containment **ss«4 sprav system 
323 Low* pressure coolant injection 

system 
327 Auxiliary feedwater system 

6S2 Onset angxa auxiliary systems 
712 Shutdown cooang water system 
721 Shutdown secondary coding 

system 

FIG. a. BWR 75: anwrgency cooling systems. 
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75 FIG. 9. 
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